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Reader Confidence Founded
Upon Editorial Sincerity
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Rural Leaders To

The "Old Men" of the Kiwanis Mark Cunningham, ss; Harry
Submit Plan IntendTo Rise From Four To
Club will come to grips with Long, 3rd base; Bob McCarty,
At Methodist
ed
To Raise Level
"Colts" of the Rotary Club left field; Duke Pettit, center
Six Gallon Each,
eh With Rev. A. D. the
in a softball game to be played field; Cliff Wood, right field.
Farm Life
Of
Motorists Told
As Principal
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Press)
'Vacation
Associated
(By
on's Union
talked of contest that promises Williams, Bob Jacob; J. D.
Postwar Planning Committee
Washington, — Gasoline ra001, will start at 8:30 much . . . in the way of business Hodge, Burhl Hollowell, Clay
met Saturday, May 26, to reAmerica's civilian
Monday morning, July for local physicians.
Wilson, Cliff Pruitt, Homer tions for
view and complete a report
increasordered
session to be held at
were
motorists
Tentative line-up for Kiwanis Purdy, Ed. Blackburn.
which is to be presented to intern Memorial Methodist has been suggested as follows:
Manager Blazier, for the "Old ed last week as a result of
ested rural residents at a mass
Denton
,
the Rev. E. S.
Rev. E.S. Denton, pitcher; Dr. Men", hinted he might use all victory in Europe.
meeting in the near future, Coun• this week. Joining W. L. Cash, catcher; John McLin, his subs as pitchers, working
Effective June 22, A card
ty Agent J. F. Graham said this
Methodists will be the 1st base; Frank Wood, 2nd base; them one inning each, if other value will increase 50 percent,
week.
and Cumberland Pres- Dr. Frank T. Linton as; Hyla plans go awry. He said however, from four to six gallons. June
Mr. Graham said the report,
Christian
First
increase
and the
Mohon, 3rd base; Walter Towery, he expected to arrange for his 11 B card ceilings will
brings out many interesting facts
left field; Glenn Farmer, center side to bat first, in which event to 650 miles a month throughout
relative to the county, problems
will be held from 8:30 field; Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, right the Kiwanis heavy hitters can the country.
be considered which greatly
Eighth Grade graduates of the Lena Glass, Wilma Greene, Dale Jimmie Dale Adams, Edward to
o'clock each morning field. Second team, to be used be expected to make so many
Not all B cards will rate an
Paul- influence rural living, and reCash,
Carolyn
are
Dixie
Schools
Nelda
Neal,
County
Mr.
Harper,
Caldwell
20,
Doris
July
Harper,
through
for
necessary
be
y9
more or less liberally as substi- runs, the opposition will be con- increase. It will
presents the thought of the rural
id, with children from tutes if needed: Dr. Ralph Blaz- ceded before the frame is com- holders to show their local ra- pictured above at their com- Ruth Young, Anna Joycedehe ine Sheridan, Jane Pierce, Wilma leadership of the county. He said
in
held
exercises,
mencement
as
inclusive,
years old,
Williams.
ier, pitcher; John Morgan, catch- pleted, thus obviating any pitch- tioning boards they' have a real
Howton.
the object of the report and plan
here ,Saturday,
er; Rumsey Taylor, 1st base; Bed- ing, except by the Rotary hurlers. need for more gasoline than the courthouse
Fifth row: Martha Jane Belt, is to stimulate thinking on the
Morgan
Tunney
row:
Third
May 26.
D. Smith, pastor of ford McChesney, 2nd base; Merle
Doc says that anyhow, if his they are now using.
Dunbar, Marjorie part of our rural citizenship.
Front row: Doris Rowland, Hunsaker, James Imond Jack- Ulise Junior
berland Presbyterian Drain, as; Claud P'Pool, 3rd base; "boys" get first bats he expects
The Petroleum Administrator
Jean Jackson, Mild- Shoulders, Anna Loyce Stailins, Ultimate goal is to bring about
Norma
son;
EdCyril
Phelps,
Lee
principal
Georgia
as
serve
will
Paul Dunn, left field; -Yoe Mc- to use his full squad of two For War and the office of Price
Elmer Leroy Tosh, Barbara Ella many improvements' which Will
following adults from Mican, center field, and J. B. teams, to save heat strokes, Administrator issued the glad ward Andrews, Edward E. Glass, red Virginia Keel, Sarah MalinJacquelin Shoulders, raise the level of living of CaldTraylor,
Ethridge,
R.
W.
Kennedy,
da
Brown,
Sue
French,
al congregations will be Lester, right field. Other subs: heart attacks and other little tidings to motorists in these Huston Ray
Wanda Rose well county rural people.
Watson,
B.
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Lowery,
Margaret
Joann Bugg, Albert Henry ConCarl Sparks, Tony Horn, Jeff interruptions like that.
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Wood,
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McDowell,
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way, Betty Jean Sheridan, Don- Martin,
ake Blackburn, begin- Watson, Lowry Caldwell, Howard
"The value of A coupons will
Manager "Mighty" Bryant, on
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Croft,
M.
L.
priCotton,
ald
Jaggers,
H.
. C.
McConnell, W. D. Armstrong, R. the other hand, contends that it be increased from four to six
Cortner, Lillie Pearl Lax, James roads, rural electrification, rural
Merrick.
Cummins.
partment; Mrs. Frank S. Gregory, Tom Simmons and
little difference which gallons June 22, when coupon
makes
Martin Beavers, Joe Satterfield, school improvements, rural
Merrick,
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row:
Fourth
DearKay
Joyce
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niors; Rev. Donal Wil- others.
side takes the field first, as the A-16 becomes valid. B card
Goodaker, Kenneth Hall, telephone service, health proAmon
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Donald
ing, Emily Loretta East,
freshments and woodThe Rotary Colts, while not so superior youth and stamina of ceilings will be raised to 650 Foley, Joe Edward Francis, Let- aker, Patty Olive r, Darrell James Alan Wood, Frank Wright, blems and religious influences
are emphasized in the report.
numerous, boasts youth and the Rotary hopefuls will prove miles a month uniformly over chel Vinson, Billy Mitchell, Mary Orange, William Wallace Orange, Jerry Parr.
er for the intermediates
Mr. Graham said interest in
not great strength, and far too much for the more adult the country June 11."
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"This is the first time since
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ed improvement.
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the satisfaction of reversing the
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Chester Bowles, OPA
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no, Mayor Cash pre- pletely paid for and Made toll grades, R. S. Gregory, chairman
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district
the
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nutri- Watson, J. D. Alexander, Ralph
meet
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the
provided
free by September 1, this year.
petroleum administration t h e 000,000 in the new Agriculture tion.
Nelson, Edward F. Blackburn,
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of
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for
program
keep the lunch
Honor will be the conferring of in gas rations
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between what ham.
This doesn't mean Congress military duty principally because the difference
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government
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•ads Administration has
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Mr. Gregory will preside and
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story:
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New Federal Bill
almost immediately
ction of proposed pro- death of her husband, Chief ticipate are, TQM Simmons, to
Congressman studies. Their concentration, ac- "The welfare of its children as other educational costs generKentucky
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Class
First
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confer
Warrant
of
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As Possible Help
be under
ally have always been considerSays Older Men "Most curacy, interest and therefore cannot be the exclusive-concern
Highway Department, in Genoa, Italy, May 18. The A. Horn, the Second Class rank;
Rumsey Taylor, Mrs. J.
Mrs.
their attendance also show mark- of the community where the ed state responsibility.
•ed in the Federal High- message from Lieutenant Davis Lowery Caldwell, the Eagle
B. Lester, Frank G. Wood. John
Retain"
To
Costly
his
the
Graham,
rank, and John F.
of 1944, which extends gave no details concerning
trsv Associated eresal
E. Young, Mrs. Mae Blades, EdMrs.
Washington— Chairman May
aid to cities on a large brother's death other than his merit badges.
ward F. Blackburn and
Sorry, No News
The public is invited to the (D.-K.) of the House Military
construction of second- jeep was drive into a land mine
Charles Curry, members of the
and he was killed instantly. The ceremony, parents of boys be- Committee called Tuesday for
This Week About
eeder, roads.
Princeton Hospital Board, have
ing especially urged to attend, prompt discharge of all solding preparation of a brothers had been to
assumed responsibility for canDrive
War
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in
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Mr. Gregory
of 200
the city showing street in Italy since March
iers over 35, except key personParty Faces Aggressive vassing parts of a list
For the first time since the
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rs. R. Roy Towery was ian Campaign. Besides his widnames for donations to a pronel.
does
The
Leader
began,
war
Opposition, Says
"Now that our principal enemy
onsideration in propos- ow and brother, Warrant Of- Kiwanis Club Has
posed new hospital here, GordPlan Attendance At
not publish today news reme for a short street ficer Davis is survived by a
has surrendered unconditionally,
Lisanby, president, said this
on,
Leader
State
garding progress of the War
Kuttawa Springs
daughter, Sarah Emily, 22 Memorial Day Program
West Main.
May 29—A plea that week.
there should be a more drastic
Louisville,
Loan campaign here. Efforts
Kiwanians observed Memorial
Members of the Christian
of
reduction in the armed forces
No reports from the solicitors
ordinance, fixing the months old, whom he has never
all Democrats be certain
to obtain figures on the
at their Wednesday meeting
than the Army has yet made," Youth Fellowship of the First
rate for the current seen, and his parents, Mr. and Day
their registration and join in have been received, Mr. LisanP.
purCharles
Rev.
Bonds
War
of
the
amount
heard
and
the
Christian Church will attend
May declared in an interview.
same as last year, was Mrs. Autie Davis, Hopkinsville.
effort to get names of all eligible by said.
chased at the two local banks
Brooks deliver an eloquent triThe Army last month an- annual camp at Kuttawa Minfirst reading.
A bill introduced in Congress
Democratic voters on the books,
all
of
Seviproved futile, as Henry
bute to AmeriAan heroes
plans to discharge en- eral Springs, the Intermediates
by Harry Lee last Friday providing, among
nounced
sounded
Commissioner John Memorial Services
been
has
son, president of the First
wars. Mr. Brooks said home
12-14,
listed men over 42 and followed from June 4 to 8, for ages
reported the sale of a
Waterfield, organization director other broadening of social securiNational, and J. B. Lester,
fronters should live to live by
Fredonia
action May 21 by lowering it was announced Wednesday.
that
street truck to the Held At
for the Democratic party in ty benefits, for health insurance
died
have
Nawho
Farmers
those
the
of
as
president
serving,
Norinclude
will
were
This group
Memorial Day services
the age to 40. It said at that
and hospitals for small comValley Quarries.
Kentucky.
and
tional, said they had been
held at the Fredonia Cemetery for freedom learned.
time a further age limit reduet- ma Sue Cartwright, Larry
"Registration is vital to a munities, attracted attention here
county
instructed by the
Jean
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
ion was in _prospect but that it Jackie Pedley, Wilma
political party," Waterfield de- among those interested in a
Scouts Plan •
War Bond chairman not to
with the Rev. C. W. Dilworth Dr. I. Z. Berner, S. J. Glass could not be put into effect Prince and Dorla Dean Stallings.
clared, "as it is only by getting better hospital for Princeton.
release this information.
The Young Peoples' Confergiving the invocation. Rev. A. Go To Excelsior Springs
Camping Trip
immediately without jeopardizthe names of the voters on the
A booster for the new hosDr. I. Z. Barber and S. J. ing current operations or slow- ence will be held June 10-16, for
Smith read the scripture and
D.
books and then seeing they cast pital advanced the hope that
ama City, Fla.
Springs,
Excelsior
to
conwent
this
Rev. Louis Armstrong, Louis- Glass
ing the release of combat vet- ages 15 to 24. Attending
their ballots, that a political this community would
press
prineeton Girl Scouts
P. Eldred Is
of the Crider Bap- Mo., Tuesday and are expected erans under the newly-installed ference will be Ima Hughes, An- Marshall
party can express itself and see forward with its hospital finan• uled to leave Friday ville, pastor
week,
delivered the ad- to remain there about a
na French, Gerald Winters, Billy Partner In Law Firm
point system.
its policies put into effect cial campaign, get as much as
ma City, Fla., on an tist Church,
Glenn Cartwright, Sue Darnell,
dress. Bev. H. K. Langston pro- Dr. Barber's office reported WedP. Eldred has resign- through election of party candi- $50,000 in hand, and make whatsaid
Marshall
May
35,
over
group
The
will
They
camping trip.
nesday.
nounced the benediction.
today, should be released as soon Martha Jane and Marietta Stal- ed as special assistant to the dates.
ever plans necessary to take full
panied by Miss Elouise
United States attorney for westas possible because most of them lins.
"Registration books are now advantage of any federally aus. Henry C. Lester,
ern Kentucky and entered a law open in the County Clerks' of- thorized program which may be
have familits and business obBlades and Mrs. Hilpartnership with Eli H. Brown, fices in the State. Every Demo- made available through which
ligations and are "the most cost- Cubs Have Picnic In
ett. Girl Scouts planIII and Dorsey W. Brown, at crat who is doubtful about his Princeton can obtain an adely to retain in the service beake this trip are Rose.
Bottoms
Louisville. The firm name is registration, or who has moved quate new hospital and
cause of vast sums of money be- Satterfield
the
d, Carolyn Croft, Sarah
Cub 'Pack No. 239 had its first Brown and Eldred, with offices
ing allocated to dependent wives
from one precinct to another, necessary equipment.
I. osella Cotton, Connie
Tuesday afternoon in Sat- in the Kentucky Home Life Bldg.
picnic
and children."
should be sure that he is corPatsy Horn, Doris
terfield Bottoms, with Cubmast- Eli Brown, III resigned as Unit"The best figures available,"
rectly registered.
an Watson, Betty Jo
Mothers
Den
er Ralph Blazier,
Lieut. Dudley M. Amoss
ed States attorney recently. DorMay asserted, show that beRosie Beck, Joanne
and Mrs. Allen
and 14,500,000 Mrs. C. C. Bishop
E. Brown is assistant secre14,000,000
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Friends In London
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Oliver, and Assistant Scoutmast- tary and counsel for the Jeffer- Anna G. Ratliff Leads
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Claude
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sonville Boat and Machine Co. Texas U. "Tee Club"
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ley Farmer and Ann
outdoor event, which
war, "and they are still com- of the
Anna Garrett Ratliff, daughter missing in action over Germany
ry.
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activities
Cub
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ing at the rate of 70,000 a month."
of Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, S. Jefferson since March 20, have notified
D. Alexander, Girl
AT LEAST ONE MORE
autumn, Dr. Blazier said.
As of April 1, he said, approxistreet, in among nine sports his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Harold
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YEAR OF RATIONING, leaders at the University of Tex., L. Amoss, Greenwich, Conn., that
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major
a
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control and rationing until at U. T. S. A., at the University, and received the Air Medal in
Is' camps proved unWednesday at Princeton Hosfor military purposes.
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December, 1944,
pital and her condition was rethe Senate
Wednesday. mended today by
ported improved
Committee.
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Day Sale Nets
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When Tire Blows Out
a
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Hayes,
Ft.
Soon
Here
.Avdrt,40
Be
measure
Kenneth E. Rogers, 4, youngreported to the Senate a
Clarence Cleaves, employe of
Here Saturday
The Paducah Flying Service is ten-day leave with his wife and extending the life of the Of- est son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl the
Lastwell Tire Shop, N. Harilliam S. Larkin, chair.
planning to begin giving lessons children here.
the Poppy Day sale,
fice of Price Administration Rogers, S. Harrison street, suf- rison street, suffered a severe
in Princeton within the next
by the American
another year beyond its sched- fered second degree burns on gash in his forehead Tuesday
several weeks, it was announced A4Ureea Rotarians
his right leg Sunday afternoon morning when a tire he was
Auxiliary, reported
asagricultural
Taylor,
M.
.
Shelley,
uled expiration, June 30, 1945.
Wednesday by H. T.
while playing with a box oi inflating burst and a rim struck
that 1253.90 worth of
ofagent's
county
the
in
stant
owner. A flying field has not
Previously the committee had matches. He is recovering satis- him in the face. His condition
ere sold, receipts from
been definitely located, he said, fice here, spoke to the Rotary under consideration an 18factorily. Dr. W. L. Cash, attend- was reported improving WedIn X De- but those interested are asked Club Tuesday night on "Rural
ordered. Loeb* *will'
of a severe meat sh
la e
ing physician reported Tuesday. nesday.
over the counter.
month extension.
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Congress Wants Home Communities To
Pay For Children's Lunches At School
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Seeks Discharge
Of Vets Over 35
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Caldwell Postwar
Proposals Ready
For Mass Meeting

Christian Girls,
Boys Go To Camp
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The Root of Our State Parks
Trouble Is Not Politics
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What It Means-

Reciprocal Trade Pacts

Why wouldn't it be good idea
to put the various candidates for
'herd, on the spot about carniA story appearing in this newspaper
tucky is our bland and deeply rooted conGm
By Sigrid Arne
agreement nations
vals . . . with insistence that
and many others throughout Kentucky
did in.,
viction that all is well . • . nay, is perfect,
In 1934 the United States was ing•
State law be enforced . . refro
last week concerning the proposed new •
selling fewer autos, typewriters
will note
The fight on the
in this great and lovely State!
garding so-called games of
radio that off'
progra.,
apples to foreign countries. porters of
Kentucky Lake State Park, its need of
chance? That is, when the Carni- and
We cannot bring ourselves to believe
which ittel uot
It was buying less cheese, lace, U. S. Chamber
an appropriation of $250,000 at the
vals show outside the city limits.
of Corm",
that anybody would prefer going to an
tungsten Ind furs from General
coffee,
start . . . and the pressing urgency of
Federation of la
Indiana state park, or to one in TennesOlt
them.
Clubs, the AFL
and the
having our State Park system supervised
"I've just arrived at a certain
see, rather than coming to Kentucky,
It wasn't entirely the depres- two of the
C10
largest farm or
place but I can't tell you where," sion. It was partly
by a parks expert free from political
"trade
bar- tions, promises to
even tho some of us realize Kentucky's
;
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:1311as°°d
eugic ac:111:dfcel
the soldier wrote his folks at riers."
be a bitto
domination must have interpted many
Opponents say:
parks are, in the main, little more than
home. "However, I can tell you
Mexico limited the amount of
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1. The Trade
re is still ti
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this much, I just shot a Polar American movies her
theate
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gives
things in the
• There was the suggestion from the
authority for makin4
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produce
could buy. Germany said the agreements to
,old
metropolitan press, as usual very critical
the
"I've been transferred from reichsmarlcs she paid
pow, or e
Presided,
During the Sampson administration, a
any nation Senate wants
that
where I was when I last wrote had to be spent
of the status quo at Frankfort, that the
Power,,
some of th
right there in of its right to
glimmering of doubt began to filter into
sip
You," he said in his second Germany, whether or not she
director of the Division of Parks, in Kenis still ti
2. Sale of foreigntreaties.
the minds of a few; doubt that Kenletter. "I still can't tell you had anythi
good,
tucky's Department of Conservation,
ng worth selling. The means lost sales
okra, Pe9
tucky's limitless attractions could comto Americaz
where I am but I just danced United States charge
r,veet cor
such
high
d
ducers
.
should be "under civil service" and hence,
pete, minus modern facilities for tourist
with a Hula Girl."
tariffs on some foreign goods
t potatoes, late
3.
Tariff
free from such handicaps as party
"I still can't tell you where I that Americans couldn't afford
accommodiation, with the less glorious
reductions are
late cabbage,
without "proper
am," said the third letter, "but I to buy many of them,
politics. Especially, the Louisville papers
hearings."
but, better implemented attractions of
for seller
turnips,
4.
The
can
tell
you
current
this for sure . . . if had to add tariffs to the prices.
urged, should the Kentucky Parks head
act requegs
sister commonwealths.
and
PerhaPs
right
to
I had danced with the Polar
reduce tariffs 50
Because of those lost sales men
tebting what
be left in his job, provided he had demonOff and on since then, brief and puny
under current tariffs,
Bear and shot the Hula dancer lost their jobs.
plotted,
and.
which
strated real ability, and not be removed
I wouldn't be where I am."
resurgencies of this awful suspicion have
That year, 1034, the United already been reduced by the
from destructi
each time the administration at Frankyears
of
the
States annotinced a "reciprocal
program.
been discerned here and there in Ken,44 to what w
Kentucky made as much whis- trade agreements" program, aufort changes.
sod „tore. 1
tucky; ever and anon, Editor Tom Wallace,
Map details distances of vital target
The
Philippines were
areas in Korea and on the key in 1841 as all the other 47 thored by Secretary of State
All well and good ... tho impossible,
Japanese homeland from Okinawa
go/I:rat
ions
of the Louisville Times, and some of the
(circled), which was invaded states Combin
the United States by
eight weeks ago. The island is
ed
. . yet Ken- Hull.
under our present system of government.
Spts
regarded
Insects fr
the logical staging base
Courier-Journal folk, have pointed the for an invasi
the
1699.
on of the Jap homeland, as
We said to each nation': You
a deadly air base for tucky is going dry faster than
No civil service has as yet been devised
way toward a better day for all of Ken- aerial blows at Japan and the shipping inasadjace
garden, prepa
nt waters, and as any state in the Union, says an cut down your trade barriers and
a naval base for a blockade
Canada's steel
which will enable state or national job
of
the
Japan
homeland. (AP Wire- advertisement in a State daily we'll cut ours.
product's
tucky, through improving her parks, her
photo Map)
of Agricultur
been doubled since
holders to contnue in their places if the
the o
advocating prohibition. And anWe signed the first such agree- of World
natural attractions and, probably most
All gar
•
War II.
other ad in the same paper quotes ment with Cuba in August, 1934.
opposite party comes to power; or even
by giving trie
important of all, her facilities for catertwo
Method
ist ministers as say- Now we have signed them with
Philadelphia was
when a new set of bosses of the same
ing adequately, pleasantly avc1. comf.prtBy G. M. P. ing prohibition in the US failed! '27 more nations. No nation has name of p provinc the
political stamp takes charge. Every adult
e in
ably to the strangers within our gates.
Joseph C. Ellington, itinerant, good
withdrawn.
Palestine.
humor
kidding the last
observer of the political scene knows the
Little has come of this ... because too was indicted at Owensboro last week or soedabout
Now 86 counties have voted
But the program has had contaking the
truth of this.
few persons have taken the matter to week for obtaining money under leap into the sea of matrimony dry (but of course are only tinuous minority opposition in
false
And further, such civil service as we
partially that way) and these Congress. So it has had to operpretenses in alleged phony had not oughta
heart.
shown his ring.
Sales of sox, hose and other
counties have 75 percent of the ate like a dog on a leash. Condo have leaves much to be desired since
Even Keen Johnson, alert newspaper- merchandise
11111
State's area, or 30,071 square gress approved it
there, five counts
for three
many who serve under it become lax in
man, widely acquainted traveler through- Don't know whether this is . Several adult members of the miles. No question that high years—then twice first
of all
more, in 1937 The Leader
the Countr
discharge of their dutes in the complay Club recently learned, prices, so-called
d to
out the St at e, erstwhile Lexington same slick visitor who victimizblending of and 1940, for three years, and in the C.andidaciestoofauthorize
the
the hard way, the penalty for Bourbon whiske
of Caldwell county forfollowing
cent belief that "the public be damned"
y, selling to 1943 for only two years.
Herald staffer and astute politician, ed numerous folks here last over
Mee Indicated, subject the
to the
-doing along lines of unac- minors and other bad practic
is the proper attitude for the fortunate
the votera
year
•
.
.
but
the Primary
he
probab
es
ly
could
could not see ... or be persuaded to see
Now the program is up for an- duty set for in
custom
ed
Saturday. Aug. L I
work. Merl Drain and of the wartime era are helping
come to Princeton, do his stuff
who hold jobs for life, pending good beother three-year lease that would
For Sheriff:
when he was governor, the very great and get
Subject to the voters In the
away with it since noth- Clyde Kercheval seemed especi- to discredit legalized liquor take it up to June
havior.
Primary.
12, 1948.
Save your
ally pained by crying muscles business, threatening to
benefits which certainly would accrue to ing came of an aborti
bring
ve effort
BEDFORD H.
Director Russell Dyche, present head
McCHESNEY
oats will n.
rev
Kentucky if she spent a relatively small to keep such gentry out by a protesting against prolonged back the terrible wave of The crux of the Congress fight
LEM L. MORSE
is the old argument between
of the State Park system in Kentucky,
stooping while weeding the gangster lawlessness we had
W. OTHO TOWERY
Sass says that b
amount annually to improve her oppor- high license tax.
dur- "free
traders" and "protection- Subject to the voters In the
greens.
ing prohibition days.
is probably as well informed, after a year
Ii today for a eh
tunities for attracting visitors, through
ists."
MRS. PAULINE CLIFT
and a half in that position, as some of
HARRY RANDOLPH
A drug store rumor now has
11111
the medium of good State Parks and a
Free traders argue that Mrs.
Mr. Burgess
There is obvious poetic justice
With only one-sixteenth of the
the "experts" who were quoted so widely
real publicity promotion ... which means it that if the school board re- in the ignomi
A. should be able to buy new Subject For County Judge:
Is this section.
the
to
world
‘ct.
nious
rs
's
exit
in
of
popula
in the press last week. Certainly he is
the
the
tion, United china from either
sending abroad throughout the land the fuses to allow the horse show to Nazi overlords and Himmle
East Liverpool, Primary.
sitisfartory servi•
r's States citizens have been ac- 0., or Czecho
CLYOE 0. WOOD
be held in the
as able, as honest and as devoted to his
m, this sumslovakia. Theta, they
right sort of invitations to outsiders to mer a certain stadiu
unmarked grave, where his customed to consuming
For
onepromin
County
ent
farmer
Court Clerk:
s a y, Czechoslovakia probably riubJect to
duties and resonsibilities as any of the
It
the voter, in the
come to Kentucky, in all the proven won't give his 21,000 to the pro- body lies sans casket, is sordid fourth of the world's sugar. So will have
trade rules that will Primary.
gentlemen from other states who, more
and fitting e n d for such of course we feel
media.
posed new hospital!
PHILIP STEVENS
the shortage let in American typewr
iters on
fortunately situated as regards money to
butchers.
THOS. W. McCONNELL
now
and a lot of local house- an even
No, the root of the State Parks trouble
basis with Swiss typeFor
Circuit Court Do
spend on their parks, have learned, perwives are unhappy about their writers
Subject to the voters in the
.
does not lie in the fact that our parks
Misery craving company and
Dot Pogrotsky came home canning plans being upset.
Primary.
haps, somewhat more about park developProtectionists say that if you
director must be changed each four all it really was very cheering from Mayfield Sunda
LEONA TRADER
y with a
ment, management, improvement and
admit Czech china, East LiverFor Jailer:
years. It lies in the neglect of our magni- to find Mrs. G. G. Harrelson 5-year-old nephew as house
Subject to the voters of the rirr,
A rude vulgar man is one pool may lose sales.
hunting her car on our Main
promotion than has the Kentucky man.
Primary
:
guest
.
,
.
and will that lad take who stares
ficent opportunities by all of us, or al- street one
D. E. MURPHY
at a woman's figure
day recently. •The her mind
Commerce department figures
Kentucky's parks are less attractive,
J. MARVIN SATTERCIE.:
off her other troubles! when she
most all.
lady had forgotten where she
is
doing
her
best
to
show
that
our
less well operated, under-equipped, im1930-40 sales to Subject to the vt•tern In the h..display it, says a columnist. Countr
We could easily learn bow to make our , parked he; auto . . a thing I
ies with which we had Primary..1. LUTHE
405 Hopkinsv
properly located . . . and far too numerR SIGLER
parks attractive and serviceable enough am guilty of right along; and to So the carnival got the bank And have you observed how agreements were twice our sales
For County Tax Camel
order out from Louisville 500 rude and
ous, because of two things: Too much
ditto.
hat
vulgar
Subject to the voter, of the
men are in to "non-agreement" nations.
to compete with the best.
silver dollars . . used as sucker Princeton,
PrImarYi
politics and too little appreciation of the
girls, especially toMRS. E. J. LARKINS
State department experts exWe have many well educated men and
1111
bait for various games of ward
femini
ne
wearer
real value of state parks on the part of
FLOYD YOUNG
s
of
tooThat
plain, carefully, that the world
popular young minister chance, in which
women who, given the right standards to
the customers tight slax? Or is that why
you had begun to buy more anywa
who has been getting a lot of took all
Kentucky leaders and citizens in general.
For Magistrate:
the chances arkd the wear 'em?
y, Subject
go by and enough money with which to
but the figures shpw the trade- PrOINI TV.to the voter. In the
Indiana and Tennessee have no public
do the job, could be efficient parks directJAMES REECE. DISTRICT NO.
.
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servants more wholeheartedly devoted to
their work than Harold Browning, Commissioner of Conservation, and Russell
Dyche, Director of Parks. If the Indiana
and Tennessee parks men know more
about their jobs than the Kentuckians
do,
it is because their predecessors, with
more money to spend, acquired more
information in the well known and often
tried school of experience, than which
there is no way of learning half so
good.
The major difficulty we have in Ken-

KEVIL

ors. The National Park people would help.
the park folk of other states.
But nothing can be done without
money; and, until a great many more
Kentuckians come to realize the great
heritage of their state and what it means
in possible revenues from the tourist
trade ... and then take it upon themselves to force the Legislature to do the
needful in the matter of adequate appropriations, we never shall have anything but mediocrity in our park system.
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A Real Paper Saving

".

When the War Production Board halted publication of 37 alleged comic
magazines last week that governmental agenc
y
backed up with pleasing force the
appeal
of the salvage workers that paper
is still
the Nation's No. 1 war material ..
. and
the shortage is very acute.
''No scrap of waste paper is too
small
to send to war", was the way the
most
recent publicity release of the salvag
e
agency read; and Boy Scouts, in cold,
wet
weather, have labored long and
diligently throughout the past winter to
get in
the bcdly needed paper here while all
along the wholly useless and imposs
ibly
fantastic pulp booklets which, quite
without rhyme or reason, are called
"comics",
multiplied by millions and filled the
minds
of youth with impossible mirages
which,
to say the very least, were not
calculated
to improve their mental processes or
add
hie whit to their knowledge.
W.P.B. said the order for suspension
of
publication for the 37 comics was
issued
against a handfull of New York
and
Chicago firms, while widely known
publishers were absolved.
It was also stated that as a result
, of
the WPB's campaign, launched last February, an abrupt drop in the number of
comic magazines on sale at newsstands
has been noted. One survey disclosed that
comic book titles dropped off from 175
March 1, to 146 May 1, while the number

of pages fell from 4,711 in February, to
2,698 in April.
The WPB edict came the same day we
received in the mail a letter from the
world's finest historical-pictorial magazine advising us that because of a careless
oversight on our part, our name is permanently off the mailing list of this high
class publication ... due to the paper
shortage.
We are certain adult readers and those
among our young folk who have the
slightest discriminatory impulse will rejoice in the curtailment of the blatan
t
and bizarre "comics" for the duration,
BO that more paper can
go into containers for war goods and the better reading
matter needed to help carry us on to
victory and a fuller and more enjoyable
life.
111%
Eighty-one percent of the Counties in
the United States are controlled politically by the rural population, 61 percent of
the House of Representatives and 72
percent of the Senate are elected by people on farms or in cities under 2,500
population, according to Printers Ink.
)
111
About 1729, Stephen Gray made what,
was probably the first transmission of
electricity when he was able to convey
the electricity generated by rubbing
a
glass hall along a string supported by
a
silk thread.
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THE BRIGHTEST POST-WAR
PICTURE

HEN a new factory opens in a Keqtucky town or city, it means a great deal
more than new jobs and an added payroll for that community. The benefit
s spread in
an ever-widening circle. The mercha
nt who sells
more goods to the factory's workers
buys more
from the wholesaler or manufacturer
. All contribute more taxes with which tc improve
schools,
build roads and pay for the necess
ary services
of government.
The farmers benefit, too. No farmer
wants
to be merely self-sufficient, to grow and proces

s
enough clops so that he and his family
may live.
He expects to sell,a large part of what
he produces and uie the cash to buy the mercha
ndise
and implements he needs, When there
are jobs

for towns-people, he can sell at
a good profit.
When jobs are scarce, the farmer
suffers along
with the wage-earner.
cal

An adequate, dependable source
of electric
power plays an important part
in getting new
Industry. Electricity is not an
important cost
factor in most production. That
is one reason
why the so-called 'cheap"
power of the subsidized TVA offers no special
attraction to business men seeking new locatio
ns. The other
reason is their instihctive dislike
for a vernment corporation that does not
payits f share
of the war taxes or interest on its
burro
nds.
Manufacturing concerns regard Kentuc
ky as
one of the bright spots of the nation
, as they de-

centralize and seek smaller conununities

in which

to locate their plants. Last year ten new plants
began operation in commun
ities served by this
company. Already this year
that many more
To the leaders in these enterp
rising communities goes the principal
credit for this upsurge
of industrial develo
pment. Our engineering staff
has been glad to partici
pate in the discussions.
These engineers are at
the call of the towns and
cities we serve in working out such
plans. One
fact is especially gratifying:

* There is no record of
anY
industry rejecting a location in
KentuckI because it considered
electric rates unfair or
the service
unsati4factory.
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nty Agent's
Column
y J. F. Graham

Sloping Floors Pay
,c ha r les L. Hempfling of
Boone county is convinced that
sloping floors in farrowing
houses pay. He told Farm Agent
Holly Ii. Forkner that 12 sows
on sloping floors raised 110
pigs, or an average of 9.2 pigs
per litter, while 11 pigs on level
floors raised 79 pigs, on an
average of 7.2 pigs per litter.

ill note from the press
o that officials appear
uch concerned about
food problems and that
phasis is being placed blem careful attention:
jog more food. A great
"For insects that eat the leaves
being said about gard- or other parts of the plant, put
poison where they feed. The
is still time to plant best poison is rotenone dust or
'ngs in the garden and spray. Another is a dust
made
ld produce all such oy mixing one part calcium
sible, or expect to be arsenate, or arsenate of lead, or
some of them.
magnesium arsenate, with six
is still time to plant parts lime. Or, a wet spray may
okra, peppers, beans, be used, two rounded table, sweet corn, field corn, spoons of any of the arsenates
.tatoes, late Irish pota- dissolved in one gallon of
water.
- cabbage, beets, kale, Because of danger of poisoning
t urnip s, canteloupes, people, don't use the arsenates
nd perhaps others.
on greens. cauliflower, cabbage
ing what we already in head, or beans in pod. Roteanted, and will plant none, however, is safe on these.
.in destruction by insects Except for bean beetle and
to what we will have cucumber beetle, begin dusting
and store. I am listing or spraying at the first sign of
uggestions on how to damage.
"For plant lice, that kill plants
insects from ruining
den, prepared by the by sucking the sap, spray or dust
with rotenone, hitting the in.f Agriculture and Home sects
direct. Rotenone should
s. All gardeners will kill them almost at once.
giving the insect pro"For squash bugs, and harle-

Our

echanical Work
of all kinds is being Supervised by

Ed Burgess
Save your car for much more use, as authorities say
ones will not be on the market for a long time. Uncle
says that brakes must be tested, so play safe, and drive
.ay for a check-up.
Mr. Burgess is recognized as one of the best mechanics
,is section. Bring your work to us for efficient and
factory service.
It is our pleasure to serve you.

R. B. WILLIAMS' GARAGE
AT

ornick Oil Co.
Hopkinsville Street

Princeton, Ky.

VIL APARTMENT
HOUSE •
5 Complete Apartments
Hardwood Floors
Stoker Furnace
Approx. 7 Acres Land.
ne of the better built houses of Princeton — can
ntinued as an apartment dwelling — or with litpense can be converted into one of the nicest
S in Princeton — Priced to Sell—

HN E. YOUNG,Agt.
Princeton, Kentucky
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Basket Helps In
Setting Plants

A basket such as is shown
above is an ideal container for
tobacco plants. The shoulder
strap supporting the container
leaves both hands free, making
it possible to drop the plants
easier and faster. Farmers desiring information on this as
well as other ways of saving
labor should see their county
agent.
quin bugs (on cabbage and
greens), both sucking insects
whose bodies when' full grown
are too tough for rotenone to
have effect, watch for the eggs
to hatch and then spray the
soft-bodied young with rotenone.
"For corn-ear worm, whose
debris spoils sweet corn, proceed as follows: on the 4th day
after two-thirds of the silks
have browned, clip off the end
of the shuck about /
1
4 inch from
the tip of the cob.
"For the. Mexican bean beetle,
don't wait until there are holes
in the leaves, but begin dusting
or spraying when the first eggclustgrs are seen on.the underside of the leaves, and then dust
or spray again in 10 days, and
perhaps in 10 days again. Dusters
or sprayers with up-turned
nozzles must be used, to put the
material where the beetle always feeds, the undersides of
the leaves, and covering should
be complete.
"The-striped cucumber beetle,
sometimes called the 'melonbug', is the cause for the early
death of cucumbers, melons, and
squash. Dead plants have their
side-roots eaten away, by worms
that hatched from the beetle's
eggs laid in the first soil cracks
the seedlings made as they came
up. Start poisoning, therefore,
when the soil over the hills begins to 'hump'. Use rotenone, or
this dust: Calcium arsenate, 1
part by weight, Gypsum or
'fiber plaster' 15 parts. Sift the
dust through a loosely woven
sack over the middle of the hill.
Repeat the dusting every 3
days, for at least 10 times; 20
times is better."

Anderson County
Dairying Booms
Milk' production in Anderson
county in 1944 was 20 percent
larger than in 1943 and in three
years has increased 50 percent,
according to a survey made by
County Agent C. S. Bell. Cows
were milked the past year on
1,115 of the 1,200 farms in the
county.
Six years ago there were three
purebred dairy sires in the county. Last year they numbered 72.
During 1944 there was an increase of 100 percent in the
number of farmers saving heifer
calves for herd replacements.
Forty boys and girls were enrolled in the 4-H dairy project
the past year.

To The Voters of
Caldwell County

Kentucky Farmers
Face Problems Of
Holding Topsoil

WOOllllllll

THE GARDEN

Annihilated Five
Jap Ships

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and

Horne Economics

It is estimated that on nearly
By the time this reaches print,
46 percent of Kentucky's land
it is hoped that the promise of
more than three-fourths of the
original topsoil has been washed settled weather will have beaway. On 28 percent more,, come fact, and gardener morale
erosion has removed from one- will have risen again to where
fourth to three-fourths of the it was at the
season's start. There
original topsoil.
is every reason why Victory
A circular called "Opportunitgardeners should not give up or
ies in Kentucky Agriculture,"
even falter. Whatever food they
published by the College Of
produce will help swell the naAgriculture and Home Econotion's food total, and food is a
mics, says "stopping this loss is
weapon, still. It helped make
of utmost importence to KentucV-E Day possible, but there reky agriculture. Each farmer
mains a good stout half of • the
needs, in dealing with the prowar to be won.
blem on his own farm, to conThe same weather that has
sider all the soil-improving, soilheld back home gardeners has
saving and cropping practices
bothered market gardeners.
and their effects on each other,
Many of these, hard-pressed for
in order to work out a welllabor last year, find themselves
balanced soil-conservation proLt. Warren R. Lasser (above),
more so now. In , consequence,
gram,
fresh vegetables may be scarcer of Wnterloo, Iowa, is pilot of a
"To keep close-growing crops
this year than last. At the same Navy Mariner plane who annihion the land throughout as much
time, the demand probably will late a five-ship Jap convoy off
of the year as possible is one of
be as great as ever. There is no Formosa May 18, Seventh Fleet
the chief means of saving soil
prospect of any great number of Headquarters has just disclosed.
and fertility. . . . On hill land
persons engaged in war jobs be- (AP Wirephoto from Navy)
legume-grass permanent pasture
ing released in time to start
and meadows are generally best
pack was short, as witness the
gardens this year.
adapted. . . . More and better
high ration points. It will be litThe canned vegetable situation tle
forage would aid soil-building
larger this year and may be
in another important way also, is not encouraging. Last year's less. At the same time, overseas
for it wmaisi .educe the grain requirement for livestock and
thus permit a lower proportion
of the land to be plowed for
corn.
"Experience has shown that
contour cultivation of land
- - frequently depends on your present insurance. An
rather than straight-row farming helps to slow the run-off of
Analysis of your policies will help you plan protection
water. It thereby reduces eroagainst future losses.
sion and causes more of the
water to soak into the soil, saving it for growing crops.
"The use of terraces, along
with contour tillage, aids in saving needed moisture as well as
in carrying off excess rainfall
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
without undue loss of soil by
erosion. Because more water is
III W. Market St.
PHONE 81
PRINCETON, KY.
saved from running off, yields
per acre on terraced fields have
been 10 to 12 persent higher
than on similar unterraced
fields. . . ."

diversified f a r in I n g, education
The Henry county postwar and soil improvement.
planning committee for agriGlass is one of the oldest
culture, headed by County
Agent W. B. Howell and Horne known materials.
Agent Mrs. Bina B. Foree, has IMIONIONIONIMMIONIONOI
selected as projects for immediate attention health, markets for
produce (especially poultry and
eggs), f a r m-to-m a rk et roads,

Planners At Work

demands promise ,little abatement. It becomes daily more apparent that Europe will need to
be fed. Altogether, it is merely
the part of wisdom for all who
can, to grow adequate amounts
of vegetables for canning, drying and storing for next winter.

4-H Club Boys Make
Money From Rabbits
Charles Schadler of the St.
Mary's 4-H club in Campbell
county estimates he will produce approximately 1,000 pounds
of rabbit meat this year. Schadler has eight does, each of which
averages seven young per litter,
and he expects to sell five litters.
Marketed as fryers at 12 weeks,
and weighing 41
/
2 pounds each,
he sells them for 25 cents a
pound on foot. For his first
litter which totaled around 250
pounds, he received $60. Fiftyfour other 4-H club boys in the
county are also raising rabbits,
and all report 100 percent profit over the cost of feed. Schadler reports good profits from a
similar project last year.

CAPITOL

TONIGHT
—and—

John E. Young, Agt
Phone U
Princeton. By.
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Construction Laborers
Needed
by

J. L. Simmons Company
Charlestown, Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time and one half over 40 hours.
Company representative will interview at

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Friday, June 1, 1945
Those now employed in Essential
Industry need not apply.

Your Future Security
•
Mark Cunningham, Agent

DEPENDABLE
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Dead Hogs Cause
Big Loss Of Feed
Each pig born dead means a
loss of 125 to 175 pounds of feed.
Each pig that dies at weaning
time represents a loss crf 200 to
300 pounds of feed, and a mature
hog that dies when it is about
ready to sell brings a loss of almost half a ton of feed.
T h e Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station says all pigs
should be vaccinated 7 to 10
days after weaning. With the
exception of fat hogs sold for
slaughter, all hogs going through
a sales yard should be vaccinated, regardless of age or size.

IN THE
NEWSREEL

IN THE
NEWSREEL

PICTURES OF SURRENDER IN ITALY!
Historic pictures of Yank and Russian Meeting
V-E Day Celebration Throughout U S.
Saps bomb U. S. Hospital Ship
Other interesting news features

WART) BOND • GEORGE imor HAYES
AUDREY LONG • ELISABETH EDON
DON DOUGLAS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

ag
Plus These Short Units! ...
Warner Bros. Featurette

AN EERIE STORY ... of
the WHISPERING PAST!

"PROUDLY WE SERVE"
Donald Duck
Movietone
Cartoon
News

SATURDAY

DOORS OPEN — 1:00 P. M.
CONTINUOUS SHOW

LIVES ARE
CHEAP...011 the
BLACK MARKET!
,asAFf

Tuesday, June 6th, 1945, is the last day to register to participate in the PriElection to be held Saturday, August 4th.,'1945.

Added Enjoyment!
FEATURETTE—"FALL GUY"
CARTOON—"SCREWY TRUANT"
MUSICAL—"ALL STAR MELODY BAND"

Persons who should register:
Persons who will become 21 years of age before November 6th., 1946, the
of the General Election, may register and participate in the August Primary
tion, August 4, 1945.

COMING! June 7-8

Persons who have moved out of the precinct in which they may have, lived
they last voted, should re-register in the precinct in which they now live.

Tribute to o GollootAmerican!

Women voters who have changed their names by marriage since last voting.

RUSSELL
CARSON

Qualifications to register for voting; At least 21 years of age; A resident of
ucky not less than 12 months prior to August 4, 1946; A resident of Caldwell
ty not less than 6 months prior to A ugueat 4, 1945; A resident of the precinct
less than 60 days prior to August 4, 1945.
A
Rft.113rd ERAVIS • Cloile' ANC,
flo.1.1:11 PARS1P
t'4,
f

Added.

County Court Clerk

"A LADY FIGHTS BACK"
kb4
oirrl
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s
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Fishing Is Good In New Lakes
On Woodlands Wildlife Refuge
Fishing is good in Empire and
Honker lakes, on the federal reservation known as the Kentucky Woodlands Wildlife Refugb,
Trigg and Lyon counties, Gerald
Baker, project manager, reports.
Actual catch, as checked by employes of the Fish and Wildlife
Service, was 1,662 pounds between May 15 and May 20, first
days of opening of the lakes to
public fishing.
Large mouth bass, 115; bream,
1648; crappie, 682, catfish, 812,
were reported in the six days'
catch, the largest fish reported
being a 6%-pound bass , caught
by H. W. Littlejohn, of Golden
Pond.
The ,60,000-acre wildlife refuge
was established by presidential
order in August, 1938, and most
of the development, including
the lakes, was done by WPA.

The refuge is one of the largest
in the nation of which wildlife
interests are given first consideration, Mr. Baker said.
The lakes were impounded
during 1939 to 1941, with the
primary purpose of waterfowl
management. Several thousand
ducks and geese used them last
fall, winter and spring. The
lakes were stocked with fish by
the Federal Fish and Wildlife
Service in 1942.
This- refuge, in proportion to
size, supports one of the heaviest
concentrations of wild turkeys
in the United States. Raccoons
have • been live-trapped for restocking purposes by the Kentucky Game and Fish Division
and a permit has been issued
for live-trapping% of turkeys for
restocking in Kentucky, Mr.
Baker said.

At The Churches

Homemakers

THE FIRST LESSON

CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
A. D. Smith, Pastor
9:45 AM. Sunday School.
11:00 Morning Worship.
6:45 P.M. C. E.
7:45 P.M. Evening Worship.
7:45 Mid-week prayer service.
• • •
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
9:45 A. M. Sunday Scheol,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship
service. Connie Brasher, Leader.
7:30 P. M. Evening service in
charge of the Young People of
the church.

James Morgan

Funeral services for James
Morgan; 74, merchant, who died
at his home on Depot street,
Saturday, May 26, were held at
Morgan Funeral Home Sunday,
with the Rev. E. S. Denton,
Peace Harbinger
Movies Show Brides
officiating. He is survived by
(By Associated Press)
Their Future Homes
New York — NBC corre- his wife and four children. In(By Associated Press)
terment was in Cedar Hill
London — British brides of spondent Chester Morrison,says Cemetery.
England has returned to normal
Canadian servicemen, waiting
. the Loch Ness monster has
their turn to sail to the Domin- . .
Shortly after their wedding at Lucedale, Miss., Sgt. Jake tn
been sighted again off the coast BICYCLES, LAMPS AND
learning
through
movare
sey, Mississippi's No. 1 war hero and wearer of the Congressional
ion,
Scotland.
of
LAWN
MOWERS
GIVEN
of Honor and his bride, the former Beverly Hargreave of
Medal
condiliving
about
ing pictures
Lexingtgon, Mass., look through a cook-book wedding gift that
tions there.
GREEN LIGHT BY WPB
was used as a guest register. (AP Wirephoto).
Films selected by the Canadian Liquid Legacy
That new bicycle your child
(By Associated Press)
Film Board are being shown to
has been wanting will soon be
Port Allegany, Pa. — Its
the brides and a lecturer supplies a commentary. The films former owner, now dead, has onsthe market. WPB has authore
(Continued from page one)
Thomas Murphy, Cadiz street,
ized production and issued allotshow how Canadian women cook bequeathed the town water comonly the A ration during the war
ments
of
improving
after
treatment
thes
materials
to
is
individual
and shop and how community pany to this community of
period has been severely limitmanufacturers within an approv- last three weeks.
2,350.
life operates in Canada.
ed in the use of his car. That is
ed program for 23,000 bicycles a
• • •
month.
Mrs. James McCaslin, Mecha- why we are particularly pleased
New lamps and shades for nic street,
underwent a major that there will be enough gasoyour home are in the offing.
operation, Friday and her con- line to increase his ration by
Floor, table and other types of
fifty per cent starting June 22.
dition is reported improved.
portable electric lamps can now
• • •
B and C card holders, also, of
be made to the extent that materMrs. Powell Oldham, Prince- course, have an A ration.
ials become available, says WPB.
"I must make it very clear,
ton, Route 3, is under treatment.
Production of hand, gang and
• • •
however, that the increase in
wiwer lawn mowers is permitted
Mrs. Charles Robertson, Kutta- the B ceiling will not mean more
for civilian use, but few mowers
gasoline for all B users. Both B
wa, is under treatment.
Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 4, 1945
are expected to reach retail
• • •
and C rations are based on the
stores this year because of conMrs. Allen Guess and baby individual needs of the car ownYour Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.
tinued shortness of materials.
daughter, of Francis, were dis- er. Many B ration holders now
missed Monday.
have all the gasoline they need
Louisville AirPlane
Unfortunately ther e is not
Plant To Close July 1
enough gastine to give these
(By Aasociated Press)
Cobb
Cobb Homemakers met Tues- people more than the increase
New York
G. W. Vaughan,
in theip A rations. They will not
president of the Curtiss-Wright day afternoon with Mrs. J. M.
receive any more gasoline as a
Corporation, announced Tuesday Taylor, to study a lesson in dyethat Army cut-back production ing fabrics at home. Mrs. Earl result of the Increase in the B
schedules would close the com- Wood, club president, had charge ration ceiling. But those who do
pany's plants in St. Louis and of the meeting. The program al- need more gasoline will be able
Louisville by the end of July.
so included a lesson on the to get it by applying to their
Philippine Islands. Mrs. Taylor local War Price and Rationing
Sugar, transformed into indus- had charge of the recreation Board after June 11 and showtrial alcohol, is used extensively program, assisted by Mrs. Jerry ing their need for it up to a
in the manufacture of explosive. Holloway. A f t er refreshments ceiling of 650 miles a month."

Hospital News

Gasoline Ration

- Vote For -

BEN YANDELL
For SHERIFF

Fredonia Homemakers C 1 u b
met May 23 with Mrs. Arlie
Vinson. Ten members and a
visitor were present. Sponsoring
of a rest room in Princeton, an
exhibit of completed work on
last year's project and the importance of having Birth Certificates was stressed. Mrs. Lloyd
Beek led the major project on
conserving of fabrics with color.
A talk on the Philippines was
the minor project lesson. Mrs.
Dilworth had charge of the
recreation program in which
group songs were sung and a
game was played.
Refreshments were served by
ethe hostess and the club adjourned to meet next month with Mrs.
C. A. Wilson. Those present to
enjoy the afternoon were: Mesdames L. T. Wadlington, L. C.
Foley, T. L. Grubbs, J. E. Hillyard, C. A. Wilson, Ruben Ray,
Byrd Guess, Arlie Vinson, C. W.
Dilworth, William Young, Wiggins and Lloyd Beck.

young sproY
'flitrectory

„t Ear
.

ue,
young, Jr.
Margaret
and Pfc.

Eddy Creek
Eddy Creek Homemakers uPbre
guests Thursday afternoon/ of
Mrs. Charles Lester. Mrs. D. W.
Satterfield had charge of the
meeting. During the business
session members discussed a
club citizenship prbject for next
year. Plans were made for a
social to be held June 16, at the
home of Mrs. S. J. Satterfield.
Mrs. J. I. Lester gave the
major lesson on home dyeing. A
study on the Philippines was
discussed. Group songs were
sung during the recreation
period.
The hostess served refreshments to Mesdames Wylie
Brown, J. C. Gresham, J. I.
Charles Lester, Cobk Oliver,
Martin Oliver, S. J. Satterfield,
D. W. Satterfield, W. H. Tandy,
Glycon Gresham, Earl Williamson, Carol Johnson, Lloyd Beck,
Misses Betty Jo Lester and
Laura Sue Gresham.
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We're simply
about these co
skirts, so gay in
stripes, checks,
&rale. And the ray
too, in their soli
colors and
pleats. Yes, yotil
mad about them,
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Get Set Now for Fuel Cuts This Winter!
offiii patriotic—and wise—to save
duel. And here's how you cart do
it without sacrificing comfort..
Illianket your attic with America's
lbewest insulation for the home...
Iitcynolds Cotton Insulation.
Installation of
highly effi)
gent, flameproof cotton irsulation'
, as an investment, in year round
, comfort. At the same time, you
will save up to 30% in fuel. You,
ican install,it - yourself in a few;
ours.,yire will be pleased to give
ou our low.cost estimate!...,
9 trine as low as $3.00fet month/
No cash down

ON YOUR

II you are steadily employed.
you may apply for a loan from j
us on Just Yon signature. No
endorsers or co-makers re.
oinked. Prompt service. Other
loan plans available. Come in
or phone.

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Finance Corp. of Ky.
Anna May Nesmith, manager
Princeton, Kentucky

were served the club adjourned
to meet in June,with Mrs, Clyde
0. Wood.
The following answered •roll
call: Mesdames H. P. White, D.
D. Rogers, J. M. Taylor, J. W.
Dunn, Earl Wood, Jack P'Pool,
Jerry Holloway, Cline Murphy,
Garland Shoulders, Guy Luellen,
Carter, Adams, J. E. Keys, Jr.,
V. T. White. Mrs. Orville Patterson and Mrs. W. L Beck were
visitors.

Kiwanis Old Men

(Continued from page one)
batsmen the Kiwanians will send
up to the plate, especially Doc
Blazier, who, he says is very
muscle bound.
Carl Sparks is program chairman, which has nothing to do
with stanging the serious and
humorous features of this event
but only with selling some ads
(Oh what a racket.). Merle Drain
Everybody Reads The Leader is supposed to look after the
concessions, which ought to include stretchers, emergency first
aid and such; and Tom McConnell and Cliff Wood have offered to do the base running for
any who feel disinclined.
Place of this fracas has been
carefully concealed but spies
are working on this mystery and
it is hoped unwanted publicity
can be given in plenty of time,
For Immediate Deliveryl•
especially as witnesses will be
needed if damage suits result,
as is not improbable.
It is hinted some charity will
get the proceeds; but maybe it
495/500-19
be better to call the whole thing
off, figure out what liniment,
bandages, doctors' bills, etc.,
would cost, and give that sum
Instead.

8

12-oz.

Beverage

Mr. and Mrs. Customer their needs in dry goods, women's, children's, men's wear
and shoes - - yet not too busy to make plans for larger and
more modern stores to improve further the service which
customers in all parts of the country have learned to take
for granted as standard for every Federated Store.
All Federated Stores are home-owned and use the Federated

Construction
Laborers
Needed
E. L DU PONT DR NEMOURS 16
CO., INC.,
At The
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
On Construction Of A
"Rocket Powder Plant"
In Southern Indiana
Work week 54 hears, time and
one half in excess of forty.

system of dry goods retailing as furnished by Butler Brothers. Their architects and store experts have developed plans

Transportation Advanced

for Federated Stores that are not only beautiful - - but a

Room and board available on
project Site for employees only
company representative will in
tervIew Every Monday and Tues
day and hire at

still more convenient and comfortable place to shop.
Federated Storeys are progressive and the owners have confidence in the future development of the towns in which
they are located. Through the Federated program they are
able to give shopping facilities that make the selection of
merchandise easy and comfortable.

War Manpower
Commission
Imited States
plopmest Senior

RATED STORES

set of 8

set of 8

including tax

Beautiful New Merchandise.

SILVER, CHINA, CRYSTAL, JEWELRY

NOT RATIONED!
YOUR FAVORITE SUMMER TIME STAND-BVil

1
.. are busy from
coast to coast ...
. . . supplying both

Copper Lustre Wedgewood Dessert Plates, unusual and distinctive.

We Are Receiving Shipments Daily of

*10.45

•

Glasse s,

Silver Match Covers for large
box of matches.

$12.00

FARM
SUPPLIES
Bale Ties
Plymouth Binder Twine
S. W. Arsenate of Lead
Paris Green
Sudan Grass
Millet
Seed Corp
Gulf Stook Spray
Hay Fork Rope
Tobacco Sprayers

liro
SPE

For all farm needs in
Hopkinsville, it's

Cayce-Yost
Company

the d
pafricia
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Women's Page
Young - Kittinger
Spray - Chambers
The rectory of the Catholic

We're simply
about these co
skirts, so gay in
stripes, checks,
Boras. And the ny
too, in their s
colors and
pleats. Yes, you'll
mad about them,

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
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Carr - Nichols
The marriage of Miss
Viola
Carr, Camp Detrick,
Md., and
Cpl. Charles Nichols took
place
at the First Baptist
Church,
Frederick, Md., April 5,
with
the Rev. W. C. Royal, officiati
ng.
Only attendants were Miss
Helen
B. Carr, sister of the bride,
and
T/5 Carl W. Thorenson,
U. S.
Army.
Mrs. Nichols, daughter of
Mrs.
John Carr, whose home
is in
Danville, Va., is a member
of
the WAVES. Cpl. Nichols
is a
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred
Nichols, Pr inceto n, and
is
stationed at Camp Detrick,
Md.
• • •

V Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor,
at Earlington Was the
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton and
double wedding of
Betty Jo Linton spent last week
of the
end in Thomasville, Ga., where
Patricia Kittinger, Aibuthey visited Pfc. Barney Linton,
Raleigh
ue, N. M., and Pvt.
who recently returned from
and
Army,
S.
U.
Jr.
young,
overseas duty. Pvt. Rumsey TayNashvill
e,
Spray,
lor, Jr., Camp Blanding, Fla.,
• Margaret
joined them there.
, And Pfc. Preston Chambu. S. Army, Saturday, May
J Mr. and Mrs. Guy Martin and
little daughter, Mary B u r t,
o'clock, with Father
3:30
at
Chicago, are visiting her mother,
e Pettit and Rev. N. C.
Mrs. J. A. Stegar, Locust street.
11, officiating. Private
K. V. Bryant and little daughousg and Pfc. Chambers are
ter, Marsha, have returned from
t cousins.
a week's visit with his parents,
ars Young wore a Dorsa
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Bryant, in
• eel of aqua blue with
Wilson - Stallins
Gary, Ind.
kiting hat and black accesThe marriage of Miss Lynne
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay returned to
• . Mrs. Chambers wore a Wilson and S/Sgt. Lynn Marvin
Before her marriage April 5,
Original of navy blue Stallins,
ul Sachs
took place Sunday, Mrs. Charles Nichols, was Miss her home in Elkton Monday
after a visit with her daughter,
• white accessories. Their May 13, at Madisonville.
Attend- Viola Carr, daughter of Mrs. Mrs.
G. M. Pedley and family,
es were of red rosebuds ants were Mr.
John
Carr,
Danville, Va. She is
and Mrs. E. C.
Locust street.
baby breath.
a member of the WAVES.
Tyrie, Princeton.
VIVIiss Sarah Goodwin, senior at
giss Catherine Mooney,
Xandria Berryhill, Fulto n,
The bride wore a brown wool
he University of Kentucky, will
until 5 o'clock, by their mither, spent last week-end here with
ovine, was maid of honor, suit
with matching accessories
Mrs. Vergil Smith. The brothers Miss Joyce Cole, Plum street, complete her four-year course
R. E. Young, Sr., was best and carried
and receive her B. S. degree in
a corsage of yellow were
and other friends.
recipients of many gifts.
• for Private Young. Miss
rosebuds.
Business and Commerce June 1.
Present were Joe Kelley Jagthy Spray was maid of
Mrs. Henry Hale has returned
Sergeant $tallins enlisted in
She has been an A student
gers, Saindy Grasham, Gary from Louisville, where
r and Thomas b. Chambers, the U. S. Marine
she has and on several occasions been
Corps
in
the
bridebrother
of
Catlett, Ann Kevil and Betty been visiting her daughter,
• s, N.,
Mrs. recognized
March, 1942, and has spent the
by students and
Gayle Morgan, Melanie Sue Marshall Eldred and-.
was best man for Pfc.
family.
last 34 months in the South
faculty for .her, high standing.
Rowland, Bunny, Alma Dean
bars. Miss Mooney wore'a
Mrs. R. S. Robertson left Fri- She has accepted a teaching
Pacific. He returned Friday,
and Phillis Stevens, Sabra Reid,
is Dodson Original of blue May 25, to
day for Tarrytown, N. Y., where position in a high school, beginhis
base
at
Cherry
Ellen
wore
and
Marsh Mitchell Clift, Jennie she will
Miss Spray
visit her daughter, Mrs. ning September 3.
Point, N. C., after spending a
Original of green. Their
Lou
McCaslin, Ann Morton W. D. Bickham
30-day
.
furlough
with
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin
his wife, Kercheval, "Clipper" Hollowel
es were of pink rosebuds. retatives
l.
Pvt: and Mrs. Raleigh E. and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stephens
and f riend s. Mrs.
wedding
the
at
present
The
hostess
Others
served ice cream Young,
Stallins has returned to EvansJr., Miss Florine Jones and little son, George Johnson,
and cake.
Mrs. R. E. Young, Sr., ville,
and Pvt. Bill Granstaff, Scott will attend her graduation exerwhere
she
has
been
em•••
. Preston Chambers, Sr., ployed
the last 3 years in decises in Lexington Friday night.
era of the bridegrooms, and
Recital
fense work.
Princet
on
Lady,
Girls
Mrs.
B.
sisters,
P.
'
Field, Ill., were luncheon guests
ano pupils of Mrs. Frank
ille, and Mrs. C. A.
termini, Sr., will be presented Entertain At Outwood
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L Granstaff,
r. Mrs. Eugene Young, Birthday Party
in recital Friday night, June 1,
A group of Princeton girls S. Seminary street, Sunday. Mr.
other of Private Young, .1 A birthday party for Al and at 7:45 o'clock,
at the George entertained veterans of World and Mrs. Otis Wood were dinner
was present.
Bill Smith, who celebrated their Coon Memorial Library.
The Wars I and II at Outwood Hospi- guests of Mr. and Mrs. GranSaturday night, at the home of fifth and sixth birthdays Satur- publi
tal Thursday night, May 24. staff that evening.
is cordially invited.
r and Mrs. R. E. Young, Sr., day and Sunday, respectively,
Games were played and visits
Miss Gloria Koltinsky has re
eshington street, an informal was' given at their home on
is Wood, USN, and Mrs made to the wards. Attending turned home from Raleigh, N.
on was held for the two Hopkinsville street Saturday
od are visiting relatives an were Mesdames Jack Nichols, C., where she has been a student
w't about 75 guests.
afternoon
2
Mary M. Tuf for d, Willard at Duke University the last
Chambers, Edith Wad lington, year.
Zonweiss Nave and Misses ilMrs. Louise Jones spent last
Busch Cummins, Carwin Cash, week-end in Greenvilie with her
Nakomis Sharp, Merry Hayes, daughter, Mrs. Gilbert Andrews
Geneveive King, Mary Beth and family.
Nichols, Doris Jean Bright, Jean _‘ Mrs. Frank Craig and Miss
Jarvis, Anna French, Jo Nell Pamelia Gordon spent several
Parrent, Nannie Holt and Ruth days in Louisville last week.
Lytle. Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs.
Mesdames John Pettit and L.
C. A. Pepper and Miss Mary K. Butler, Paducah, and Mrs.
Wilson Eldred were chaperones. Gip Watkins, Hopkinsville, were
Refreshments were served by the among the out-of-town visitors
group.
at the U. D. C. cokvention here
last Friday,
Sgt. Jack Kenrlch and Mrs.
Gradatim Club Host
Kenrich, the former Jayne
To Booklovers
Walker, returned to Camp AtterMembers of the Gradatim bury, Ind., Tuesday
after a
Club entertained members of Visit here with her parents, Mr.
the Booklovers Club with an in- and Mrs. Leo Walker, N. Semiformal Spring Tea Wednesday nary street.
afternoon, May 23, from 3 until .1 Miss Martha Jane Lester,
5 o'clock, at the Princeton student at William Woods ColCountry Club. The clubroom had lege, Fulton, Mo., the last year,
been beautifully decorated with returned home Monday night to
fresh cut flowers, and about 40 spend the summer with her
guests were present, represent- parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. B.
ing both clubs. Out-of-town Lester, Washington street.
guests included Mrs. A. M.
Mrs. James Stevens, the formWolfson, Murray, native of Bel- er Laura Lee Hutchinson, Marigium and graduate of the Uni- anna, Fla., is visiting her parents,
versity of Brussells, who was Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hutchinson,
guest speaker, and Mesdames C. Stone street. Private Stevens
is
M. Wood, Jr., Providence; Mrs. stationed at Marianna Army
Thomas D. Graham, Dayton, 0., Air Field.
and Mrs. Grayson Harrelson.
Mrs. Paris Parks, Harlan, is
An ice course was served.
visiting her brother, Vergil
Smith, and family, Hopkinsville
street.
'Mrs. James A. Goforth and
children, Erwin, Tenn., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
from functional periodic pain Charlie Adams, Princeton, Route
3. Mr. Goforth will join them
turdul is a liquid risselsisii 'tisk
here this week-end.
many woman say Ms brousidi
from the eralse-Uke SNOW sadWWI
asrMr. and Mrs. Kendrick Pierce,
nos strain of fweellseal prises
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tows.
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PROCESSED FOODS
blue stamps 112 through M2
good through June 2. N2
through S2 good through
June 30. T2 through X2 good
through July 31. Y2, Z2, Al,
Bl, and Cl good through
August 31.
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
beautiful, new, classic, coat style dresses . .. the ever popular tailored
Red stamps Y5, Z5 and A2
type dresses and the cool, breezy sleeveless models . . . They are fashthrough D2 good through
ioned of chambray, gingham, seersucker, cotton irpuns, voile and duco
June 2. 1:31 through J2 good
dotted cotton sheen ... There are sizes for every type figure .. . 9 to 20
...Fuel rations may be
through
June 30. K2 through
• • • 38 to 44 • .. 1114 to 24. ,
cut MI!further! Install
P2 good through July 31. Q2
Bryn-atoll Cotton Insuthrough U2 good through
lation In your attic. B.
cool and comfortable is
August 31.
summer—.Re prepared
SIY0A11
sr veld weather/ No cash
•• Sugar 'troop 35 valid
dowa.$5.00a:swath to psy.
through June 2; 38 valid
through August 1. Five
pounds each.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
In Princeton as a friendly
hIlpful service by

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

[

Ration News
Service

Peeples Service Sten
Jo* Meldleati. Prop

other relatives. She is the formvisiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
er Ruby Nell York.
C. L Bromley, S. Seminary
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Blazier
street,
and little daughter, Sandra Kay,
soXse Morris Finkel, Mayfield, is
spent Sunday with friends in
Mr, and Mrs. Mardell' Riley,
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Saul
Elkton.
Dalton, Route 1, on the birth of
Pogrotsky, W. Main street.
Jimmy Clore, Middlesboro, ar- Ss son, May
21, at Princeton
rived Monday night for a visit Hospital.
with his cousins, Bob and Fred
• • •
Taylor, Locust street,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stromatt,
Mrs. K. L. Barnes and chil- Fredonia
, on the birth of a
dren, Ken and Peggy, left Satdaughter, May 29, at Princeton
urday for Pewee Valley for a Hospital.
Decide now that you
are not going to suffer
visit with her parents.
another day from
Mrs. Al Thomas Page spent
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks needless foot trouseveral days last week in spent
bles.Come to our
Monday and Tuesday in Foot Comfort
Evansville.
Nashville. They were accompani- Department and
Mrs. Billy Newsom, the form- ed home
by their daughter, let our special
er Jane Williams, is recovering Suzanne,
who attended Ward- man tell you all about Dr. Scholl's Foot
Comfort Appliances and Remedies.
at her home on Plum street,
Belmont College the last year.
There is•separate device or remedy
after an appendectomy at Princeto relieve and correct every form of foot
Miss Sparks will leave Satur- trouble.
ton Hospital two weeks ago.
Places you under no obligation
Miss Anna Katherine Pruett day for St. Petersburg, Fla. for to get • free demonstration. We sell
Foot Comfort as well as shoes.
has returned home from Wil- • visit with friends.
liam Woods College, Fulton,
James Bromlev. Louisville. is
Mo., to spend the summer vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. P. L. Pruett, Hawthorne
street.
Aubrey Childress, Internal
Revenue employe, Louisville,
spent last week-end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Childress, Eagle Street.
Mrs. Clarence Logan, Louisville, will arrive Sunday for a
visit with her son, Frank Laswell and Mrs. Laswell.
Mrs. Thomas D. Graham, Dayton, 0., is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood,
Hopkinsville street.
-I Miss Dorothy Joiner has returned from
V. I. College,
ristol, Va., where she attended
school the last year, to spend
playsuits for outings
the summer vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
and home wear—in
Joiner, Madisonville street.

The Leader
Congratulates

BRING YOUR FOOT
TROUBLES TO US

Rayon Crepe, Print,
Seersucker and gingHelp Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidney. are constantly flltertitg
'mate matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work--do
not act as Nature intended—fall to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the spasm and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persistent headache,attacks of dissinam,
getting up nights. swelling. Puffiness
under the eym—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and lose of pep and strength.
Other signs oi kidney or bladder dia
,
order are Nometimee burning. scanty Of
WO frequent urination.
Then should ha sw.goobt time.
treatment is wiser than naghoetrUSe
Doca's Pills. Dose's have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grnt.fulp.opl.
tionatry,over. Ash yew, ori~ the

ham—Tailored a n d
Fancy styles. We also have slacks and
slack suits in these

'Vere.Arreel
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Pose Six

Car Makers Start
On New Models

Breckinridge Man
Has Leaf Record

Small farm Needs
large Acre Yield

TO BE NEW CABINET MEMBE S

1, ilPer •7:

Cultivaing On Contour
Cultivation of row crops on
Cite contour is whining widespread approval in Hickman
county, where it meets the problem of short steep hillsides, according to Farm Agent Warren
Thompson. In 1942 only 17
acres in the county were so
planted; in 1943, 53 acres; in
1944, 2,700 acres, and this year
the estimated acreage to be
planted on the contour is 5,000.

bushels this spring. Be
growing tomato, cabbage
pepper plants. Font
Agent a
Cook says that Stioam
plants for around
MO is
past two years,

There are several reasons
why V. P. Vickers of Breckinridge county was able to proIf the postwar objective of
Autos To Look Different duce 3,000 pounds of tobacco an
better income from small Kenacre on five acres, bringing him
But Functionally Be
tucky farms is to be attained,
income of $6,000, accordnet
a
operators must carry on enter1942
Same As In
ing to Farm Agent Kenneth A.
prises which offer large returns
(By AsaMated rreas)
Brabant.
per acre, declare the authors of
lookmove
Another
Detroit, —
Vickers applied 1,400 pounds
"Opportunities in Kentucky Aging to the production of entire- of 4-12-6 an acre at the plow
riculture," published by the
ly new post-war model automo- sole and broadcast 600 pounds of
State College of Agriculture and
biles was taken this week when 20 percent phosphate an acre
Home Economics. Tobacco growGtows Potato Plants
major car makers in the Detroit with the wheat drill after the
ing is such an enterprise. To
authorized
assign
to
Growing sweet potato plants
area were
ground was broken. Then an
quote the circular:
proved profitable for Harria limited number of engineers additional 400 pounds 4-12-6 was
has
"Recent advancements in proand technicians to the designing applied in the row, a crop of
son Stidham, a farmer of Leslie
duction practices make possible
of the vehicles.
county, who has bedded 40
rye was turned under. and 15
further improvement in average
Through the appreciation of tons of manure applied an acre.
tobacco.
yield and quality of
Mr. Vickers saved 5,000 pounds
changed radiator grills, hoods
More general use of adequate
leaves
brought
of
which
him
fertilization, green-manure crops,
and fender design, the cars ex$45 a hundred, by priming 3,000
LISTEN TO LISA SEIGiO ... BLUE NETWORK ...EVERY
higher-yielding and disease-repected this year will look difMONDAY
pounds and picking up 2,000
sistant varieties, and priming of
V 4.
ferent from the 1942 models, but pounds at cutting time. The
• 05
Wiley to save all the leaves,
varieties planted were four
Federal Judge Lewis B. SchTom C. Clark (above), now an
Rep: Clinton P. Anderson (D- will make possible substantial inacres of Ky. No. 16 and one assistant attorney general, poses
wellenbach (a b o v e), iormer NM) (above) smiles at his of- crease in average yields and far
acre of Golden Burley.
in his Department of Justice of- United States Senator from fice in the new House Office higher individual yields than
are common on many farms tofunctionally they will be much fice after President Truman told Washington State,
will succeed building at Washington, D. C.,
Quality of burley can be
day.
President
after
the same.
Truman
told
a
a news conference that Clark, a Secretary of Labor Francis Perpress conference that he will be improved by more general use
Industry expects here comTexan, will succeed the resigned kins, who served throughout
menting on the anticipated
the new secretary of agriculture, of better curing methods, includauthorization to produce 200,000 Francis Biddle as attorney gener- President Roosevelt's tenure, on succeeding Claude Wickar d. ing of ventilation and use of
June 30. (AP Wirephoto)
artificial heat.
(AP Wirephoto)
passenger cars during the later al. (AP Wirephoto)
"The Agricultural Experiment
this program would merely be a
this letter. May' God keep all Station is continuing work on
part of this year emphasized that
and through this world, until my high-yielding diseas e-resistant
start toward what probably will
return. I expect to return some varieties of all Kentucky types
three or more years of the
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those sweet day. Haven't time to write of tobacco and is investigating
$1.25.
heaviest volume in the industry's
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost much. For God's sake, be good to the possibilities of producing
history.
40- yeas& ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- mother. Kisses for all."
types of burley which may have
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
• ..
advantages in added aroma and
Everybody Reads The Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
4.
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Cobb, Ky. October 29, 1918: mildness. These investigations
for
BOTANY LANOLIN,.,
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 7, 1908. Mrs. John L. Grayot, of Madison.. J. C. Ridley and brother, Or- could result in greater use of
skin takes Its exit cir• from the
Don't Neglect Slipping
mand, returned Friday from Kentucky types
Mr. James Ratliff, the far famed ville.
of tobacco and
regular use of these fine beauty
Robard. They went over by train in increased yield and quality
Caldwell county stock man, had
• • •
and drove back, Capt. J. U. of the crop
weighed on the city scales Wedaids.
Estro rich in lanolin, the
as a whole because
Princeton, Ky. July 19, 1910,
Do false teeth drop. slip or wabble
Ridley's horse. Capt. Ridley is of the more general elimination
when you talk. eat. laugh or *nesse? nesday a bull, which tipped the Miss Tommie Baker, of Nashwonder Ingredient that helps to
Pont oe annoyed and embarrassed by scales at 1,825 pounds. A fine
exclusively yours
ville, is here for a visit with now at Ft. Wadsworth and his of losses from diseases such as
such handicaps. FASTEETH. an alks.
mairtain the oil balance so esIlne Inon-acid) powder to sprinkle 00 showing
for our county. The her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. wife if with him there.
mosaic, root rot and fusariuzn
your* plates, keeps false teeth more
Incorporated
• • •
sential for a lovely complexion.
firmly set. Gives confident feeling of
beast is an excellent specimen of Baker. Her many friends are
wilt. An operator Of a small
CU rl tY and added comfort. No gunua
Princeton, Ky. July 19, 1910. farm who does
the bovine character, and Mr. delighted to have her with them
atte aonry
lilactaJafct;cr tas
own
his
much
of
ntkF
G
oe
feeling.lit
Dr. Ray Johnson, of Louisville, work can quickly
d
Ratliff is ahead of all competit- again.
turn these
is here for a two weeks' visit to new methods of tobacco
ors in the line of remarkable
• • •
growing
his
parents,
Maj. and Mrs. T. J. into cash income."
cattle raising in this section.
Princeton,
Ky.
Oct.
29,
1918.
• • •
Johnson. He is the same, jolly,
W. J. Clayton and his little son, good
old boy, and his many
Cadiz, Ky. Feb. 13, 1908.
Gordon, of Lewistown, were in friends are
delighted to see'him. Women Save Money
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Greer re- the
city, and attended a meet• • •
Working In Homes •
turned Tuesday from New ing
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
of the Democratic Campaign
Princeton, Ky. July 19, 1910.
Orleans, and will spend a few
With the old adage in" mind,
Committee last Saturday.
Mr. Will Crowe and children re- "Money saved is money earned,"
days here with Mrs. Greer's
• • •
turned to their home in Scotts- homemakers in Greenup county
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. R.
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 29, 1918. burg Saturday, after a several
W a 11 i s, before returning to
figured how much they earned
Princeton where they will reside. The following card has been re- weeks visit to relatives at Creal by doing certain tasks. Mrs.
ceived
from
Lieut.
Charles
D.
Springs, Ill.
• • •
Guy Barton of the Russell
Beckett by his brother, Arthur,
Princeton, Ky. July 15, 1918.
Homemakers' Club found that
of this city:
Platinum's great military im- she had made 84 cents an hour,
Miss Pauline Johnson has return"Farewell, dear brother and portance is derived from its use or
almost $7 a day, when she
ed to her home in Dyersburg,
all. Will be asail when you get by the electronics industry.
Tenn., after a week's visit to
made a coat; in addition, she
had a better garment than if
Mrs. G. R. Newman.
• • •
she had bought it. By cleaning
Princeton, Ky. July 5, 1918.
her own livingroom in the
Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Island City, N. Y.
Mrs. Lizzie Terry has returned
spick-and-sp&n way she wanted
If you talk with your doctor he, too, will agree
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola HopkinsvUle Bottling Company
from a visit with her daughter
it, Mrs. Adam Lang earned $1.13
with these famous doctors.
and hour. When Mrs. CharleS
He Had Taken Treatments a lot of ration points to feed m Tuttle, county home management
And Medicines For Months now, and I am on the go all th leader of homemakers' clubs,
Only To Keep On Feeling time. Retonga deserves every figured up the money saved by
all moden. Health Departments, and all well
making her daughter a suit, she
Worse, He States. Eats, good word I can say for it."
posted physicians buy pasteurized milk for their
Sleeps, And Feels Fine
Retonga is intended to relieve found her time had been worth
Now.
own families and recommend it for their own
distress due to Vitamin 3-1 de- $1.70 an hour.
Grateful to Retonga for the ficiency, constipation, insufficient
customers or patients.
prompt relief this noted herbal flow of digestive juices in the Typists Taught
stomachic and
Vitamin B-1 stomach, and loss of appetite.
To Swing Words
medicine brought him, Mr. Arch Accept no substitute. Retong
(BY Associated Pre8S)
Farmer, Route 3, Camden, Tenn., may be obtained at Dawson'
Cold Springs, N. Y. — TwinklLook on your own bottle cap NOW. If it is
one of the best known agri- Drug Store. —(adv.)
ing fingers and dancing toes are
culturists of his section, joins
pasteurized it will say "Pasteurized" without
kept able at the Haldane Centhe thousands praising this
fail. This is required by law so you may know.
tral High School here as seniors
famous medecine. Discussing his
learn speed typing and new
It pays to be sure.
W. W. Johnson
happy relief Mr. Farmer stated:
dance steps to popular music
"If it hadn't been for Retonga
J. Y. O'Bannon
broadcast over the school's
I doubt if I would be here. My
sound system. Recorded music
appetite was gone and I had to For Immediate
is used in teaching commercial
force myself to eat a little to get
students to type—and after
enough strength to be up; then Delivery On
hours sweet music is played
I would suffer from indigestion
over the system for fancy rugMONUMENTS
and gas pains. Often my food
cutting.
came back up so sour it felt like
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
it would blister my throat. I
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Accidents throughout the
had to use everything from salts
Phone 161
United States during 1943 dropto caster oil for constipation,
Paducah
Granite
ped 1.5 per cent from 1942.
and increase the doses to get re-

Wm. M. YOUR
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Hopkinsville
t9Lit

W

News From The Past

icarson

omen's
ear

FALSE TEETH

GOLDNAMER'S

WELL KNOWN MAN GIVES
RETONGA FULL CREDI

Modern Science
and scientists agree
•
This is Why

F0II ••.

PICK-UP BALING

Look Now

-- see --

C.& L.Tractor

Princeton Cream & Butte
Company

COMPANY

In Building formerly occupied by City Feed Co., next to Haile's
Garage, E. Court Square.

sults. Still my head would sometimes swim from constipation
until I could hardly walk.
"Retonga gave me such grand
relief it is a good thing I raise
my own food, for it would take

Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone '799

WEIldfifS1

New Tires-New Tubes
GUARANTEED
RECAPPING-VULCANIZING
GRADE —A-- RUBBER

Democrats, Please Notice!
The County Registration Books are NOW OPEN. If you have never
registered, please go to the County Court Clerk's Office in the Court
House and register. If you HAVE MOVED from ,the precinct in which
you did reside, please go the County Court Clerk's Office and be transferred to the precinct in which you now reside. You MUST DO THIS ON
OR BEFORE JUNE 6, 1945, to be able to yote in the August Primary,
Please don't delay; time is short. June 5 la the last date for registration.
THANK YOU!

DEMOCRATIC COUNTY COMMITTEE

Our Deep Tread RECAP are, Guaranteed not
too PEEL OFF, AND TO GIVE YOU NEW TIRE
_MILEAGE,
NEW FIRST QUALITY TIRES ALL SIZES.

fig Am Here To SERVE You!"

ESCRIPT1ONS
Last Well Tire Rebuilders
211 N. HARRISON
TEL. 559

BEESLEY BLDG.
PRINCETON, KY.

our specialty

WOOD DRUG STORE

a/

°hi this sprint
Mg tomato
-a
cahh._
r
plants,Fars-11 Agent
says
that Stidsaza
r around
$780 k
two years,
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redonia News
Evansville, visited Mr.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
and Mrs.
Cecil Brasher and family
r. and Mrs. Arnold Burklo
Sunsons, Donnie and Steve, o day.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore visitville, Mr. and Mrs. Kel
ed relatives in Fredonia
re and Mr. and Mrs. Pre
last
low were Sunday guests o week-end.
Mrs. Ray Crider and little
and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
r. and Mrs. Joe Gore an daughter, Martha Ann, are visitmer, Agnes and littl ing Mr. and Mrs. Marc
Crider
nddaughter, Brenda, o in Chicago.
Mrs. Charles Young, of Evansville, were Sunday guest
ville, is spending this week
is. F. G. Lowery.
with
r. and Mrs. Earl Hurst, Mis her sister, Mrs. Veldon Yantiell
Sonn
and
and
Mr. Yandell.
lotte Hurst
Miss Marian Dean has been
t, of Marion, visited Mr
a
Mrs: Ruble Akridge an guest of her sister, Mrs. Ruble
Akridge for several days.
Marian Dean Sunday.
v. A. D. Smith was a Sun
dinner guest of Mr.. an Women
Makes Money
Euclid Quertermous.
Fixing
Furnitu
re
Harwood
Eli
an
Mrs.
r. and
Since learning to make slip
ren, of Morganfield, ar
ting Mr. and Mrs. T. L. covers in her homemakers' club
in 1942, Mrs. Loyd Bryant of
s.
Bill
Hunt, an Henry county has turned this
r. and Mrs.
knowledge into a nice little inIda Belle Turley, of Evans
come for herself. Getting the
, were week-end visitors o
furniture in shape by trying
and Mrs. H. M. Turley.
springs and then padding them
wee
ATLANTA'S
iss Mary Ellen Boaz return is also a
POINTS JAMMED FOR HODGES—Atlanta's famed'
part of her work. A re- tree street is FIVE
o ts along Peachjammed with citizens who turned out to give Georgia's war ve
to Evansville Sunday after port of
hero, Gen. Courtney H.
what she has done in- Hodges and 49 other officers and enlisted men a rousing
spent
two-wee
a
welcome
as they parade through the
ving
cludes 10 chairs repaired with downtown business sections. (AP Wirephoto).
lion with her parents, Mr
springs tied and padded and
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz.
All Sons Please Copy
slipcovers made, three over- 'Dandelion' Rubber
rs. Ernest Herod has bee stuffed livingroom
(BY Associated ryes')
(By Aasoclaisd Press)
suites and
London — Experimental cultithe sick list for the la
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Mrs. J.
chairs of various types slip
(By Mrs. Madge Lisanby)
ral days.
covered, three pieces upholster- vation in Britain of dandelions M. Munns has five sons in servThe farmers of this comgrown
from
Russian seeds has ice, but she doesn't play lavorit- munity are very
r. Johnny Akridge, of Flint ed, and springs tied in a lovebusy at this
yielded rubber "nearly as good es in her writing—she just time.
h., is visitiv relatives here seat and two chairs.
as pLisntation rubber," the Im- makes five carbon copies of her
Mr. and Mrs.. Luther Barnes
r. and Mrs. Hollis Wring, o
perial institute reports.
letters.
and son, Kenneth, visited her
Women Sew To
mother, Mrs. Betty Jackson in
That dressforms made in
The biggest sea animals on the
Benjamin Ffanklin invented Dawson Sunday.
Homemakers' clubs have en- globe are whales.
the first lightning rod.
Misses Virginia and Dorothy
couraged women to sew, and
Frazier, of Outwood, were the
thus to save considerable sums
dinner guests of Miss Elizabeth
of money in ready-made clothes,
Capps Saturday.
is told by Mrs. Ernest Webber of
Mrs. Charlie Redden and
Woodford county. Using a dresschildren spent Friday With Mrs.
form for a daughter now away
Ellis Jones.
from home, she made a satin
• Mrs. Madge Lisanby visited
wedding dress with veil and
Mrs. Mildred Goodall in Dawother garments for the bride.
son Thursday.
is a mighty tasty
Mrs. Webber found her own
Miss Jeanette McChesney
dressform a convenience as she
dish as most of us
spent Friday night with Miss
made
a
three-pie
ce wool suit
agree. . . . But it
Elizabeth Capps.
and dresses. Home Agent
provides no more
Elmer Jones, who has been
Margaret Van Arsdall reports
working in Evansville, has retissue-building prothat many of the 200 club mem• STATIONARY
turned home.
GIFTS
teins than our debers in the county have made
Bill Capps spent last Thurslicious Creamed
dressforms.
day with Mack Robinson.
Cottage Cheese.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hopper
WALLPAPER
'Take A Break'
made a business trip to Dawson
So now that so
Sunday.
Ends Its Run
much meat has
Miss Elizabeth Capps spent
OFFICE
SUPPLI
(By Associated Press)
ES
BOOKS
gone to war, let's
last week-end with Misses
An Aleutian Base — The allmake up our proVirginia and Dorothy Frazier,
enlisted men's production, "Take
of Outwood.
tein deficiencies and
A Break," is closing for lack of
LEATHER GOODS
Miss Elizabeth .Capps spent
men to entertain, after playing
go easy on dur raT tastrad•ay -.night with Miss
every Aleutian base and most
tion points by servJeanette McChesney.
of those in Alaska.
ing o u r Creamed
Most of the entertainers are
Cottage Cheese in
former professionals. At their
Share The Profits
salads, sandwiches
prewar salaries the show would
Ogden, Ia. — Ogden declared
and as a tempting
have cost $6,000 a week. But
a welcome dividend to customers
STATIONERS
since the highest ranking men in
side dish.
of its municipal light plant reit were 5th grade technicians, the
cently. It cancelled all light bills
How to get it? . . .
Army got the show for about
for one month.
$460 a week.
Call 161 and a
f res h, appetizing
Costa Rican School
carton will be deHas Churchill's Name
livered to
your
(By Ailsoci.(.4 Promo)
door!
San Jose, Costa Rico — A
little Costa Rican primary
school in the former capital city
of Cartago now bears the name
910 So. Main St.
of Winston Churthill, as homHopkinsville
age of this Central American republic to the work and activities
of that British statesman.
The naming was approved by
President Teodoro Picado in a
special decree.

Dawson Road News

LANOLIN...Dry
$ exit Cu
.
, from the
of these fine beodty
rich in lanolin, the
redlent that helps to
oil balance so se•
lovely complexion.

ent Store"

i(11nee
s agree
he, too, will

hy
ents, and all
• ed milk for
it for their owt

p NOW. If it
urized"
so you may knot

rave

ROAST
BEEF
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Salting Sheep Is
Not Sunday Job
Keeping salt in a box before
sheep is replacing the old
custom of salting stock once a
week, says County Agent Robert Hume, Grant county. He adds
that many farmers once considered salting sheep a rightful
Sunday chore, and if they missed Sunday the sheep were not
salted for another week.
"Salt is a highly important
part of the sheep's ration," says
Hume. "Men who watch their
flocks closely have told me they
saw the ewes go to the salt box
daily for a nibble. Sheep no
more than people like to eat a
week's supply of salt at one
time."
To help control worms, many
farmers now keep before sheep
a mixture of nine parts of salt
and one part of phenothiazine.

is the official swim suit of the
• "Misses America" pageants.
Every year America's loveliest figures compete for the
world's number one

beauty

honors in a Catalina.

Logan county banks have purchased six registered Brown
Swiss bulls.

In
Hopkinsville

ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS

Shop

To increase flow of urine and
relieve irritation of the bladder
from excess acidity in the !drill,
Ase you suffering uanoce.wary di
backache, run-down feeling and discomfort from excess acidity in the urin0 Aro
you disturbed nights by • I
t desire
to pass water> Then you should knew
about that famous doctor'. discovery
DR. KUJAER'S SWAMP ROOT
that
thousands any glens blows•d relief. Swamp
Root is•carefully blended combination of
111 harbk.goots, vegetables, balsams. Dr.
irnot harsh or habit-forming in
any way. Many people say its mares:um
4/set is truly ans.:lag.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
Lik• thousands of others you'll be glad
time you did. Send name and add...e t•
aulat D, Kilmer & Co„ Inc.. Box
1Vri
1
Stainford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at ease. All druggist. sal Swamp Root.

W

icarson

For
Catalina
Swim Suits

CORNETTE'S
.. When in Hopkinsville

Carl's

Princeton
& Butter Creamery

Slacks and Shirt Sets
MATCHED SETS
Styled by "Hanway"!

$9.98
Set
Long-sleeve style shirt in fine assorted plaid prints.
Tan with brown slacks, sand dune with brown, etc.
In small, med., med, large and lge.

Llanway Styled Slacks
$6.98
Zipper Front!
Celanese Rayon, with
pleats. In brown only. 28
to 42
•

Matched

Slack Set

Hanway Styled
$7.98
Fine quality correctly
styled. Small, med., med.
lge., large.

SPRED
ON THE
CEILING

1

I Shower or Bathing Cap ...69c I
Play Pall
,

Short Stuff!
Short-Sleeve Shirt

and SPRED

$2.45
In Cotton

ON THE

Hanway tailored, in assorted checks. Small, medium,

Large.

WALL

Long-Sleeve Shirt
$2.98

Perforated Oxfords
$3.98
Brown or White

Best Cotton
"Hanway" plaids in assorted colors. Small, medium,
large.

Real comfort for summer
wear. Barrington style
Sizes

6-12.

Oar

I.

MAKES A
COLORFUL
HOME...
with a
WELCOME
FOR ALL
VIVI whin with water —
ssishis old

I. SPRED arise la MO" odissoiiia
3. SPRED Weis west damn esIdi
Neil owl wow.
4. SPRED-o,. ao -pow. «a«.
S. OIN sena'aim it.average sem.
Oes gslies et
SPIED s..•
askas
"es gala el paint.

Bare

Striped

Suspender

Midriff Suit

Play Suit

Shorts

Swim suits go "bare"I
Vivid flowers splashed
on bra swim suit with
sarong-drape shorts. Big
collection. 32-90.

Gay young playsuits
that sub for a dress
when you whip on the
matching skirt. Stripes,
Prints.

Little

boy shorts for
sports-lovers — really
super M white and navy
blue duck. New long
shorts, too. 9-15.

Hanway Swim Trunks
$1.98
Boxer Style
Tan cotton gabardine with
all-elastic waist. Sizes 30 '
to 40.

All-Wool Swim Trunks
$2.98
Hanway, 30-40

Royal blue, with invisible
supporter.

Rayon Slack Socks
49¢
Sixes II to 12
Mercerized top, heel and
toe in popular "Foot Gard"
brand.

FEDERATED STORE

4,

Thursda
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First Lieut. Carl G. Moore,
Hopkinsville street, was recently presented with the Bronze
Star medal for demonstrating
"superior technical knowledge
and ability in the recovery and
speedy evacuation of combat
vehicles while under small arms
and artillery fire."
• • •

Pfc. Milton Ward Freed
From German Prison
Pfc. Milton Ward, Princeton,
Route 4, is homeward bound
aboard a Coast Guard-manned
troop transport, having been
liberated from a German prison
camp after 25 months in confinement.

Pvt. Al Thomas Page
At Louisiana Camp
'Pvt. Al Thomas Page, who was
recently inducted into the Army,
is stationed at Camp Livingston,
La., in an Infantry Training
Unit.

Edward' R. Brown, son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. R. Brown, W. Main
street, has been recently promoted to rank of first lieutenant.
Lieutenant Brown has been located on a private estate in
England the last 16 months,
and is secretary and treasurer
of the Officers' Club at his base.

With Parents At Fredonia
Glenn Willoughby, USN, is
spending a ten-day furlough
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Emmett Willoughby, in Fredonia.

157 Acres; 6-room dwelling; 3 barns; 2
tenant houses; 2 wells; one spring; electricity; on
Marion Highway on Farmersville Road 2 miles
west of Princeton. $14,700.
Also a nice suburban home. Nine acres;
Modern dwelling. $5500.
•

C. A. Woodall
Real Estate and Insurance Agency
Phone 54
West Main St.

asSus8ar

Robinson To Die In Chair
At •Eddyville June 8
cm Associated Frew

AWAEDD
F,DITORIAL

Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock Promptly.
Call us collect.

and less from the plants with
light slaughter.
To make it possible to keep
livestock in the hands of those
operators who comply with OPA
price Ceiling regulations, and to
eliminate black market operations, the Office of Price Administration and the War Food
Administration will develop a
plan by June 15 to show the
movement of all livestock
through public stockyards and
public sales yards, so that information as to the destination
of all such livestock will be
available.

Kentucky Rendering Works

NOTICE!

Paducah Flying
Service

II. T.SHEFFEIT

FOR SALE—About 100 AAA
grade barred rock pullets;
three and a hail months old;
from a heavy laying strain.
Price $1.25 each. For &formation call Tel. 432.
3tp.
WOMAN WANTED—To do telephone work from her home.
No selling. Must have oneparty line. 60c an hour. Apply
by letter. AMERICAN CORP.
Attention Mr. Darst, 333 N.
Michigan Ave. Chicago 1. ltp.

Electric and Acetylene

Welding!

SHIRLEY
Here in All-White

TOMMIE
In All White

rot iota telY
bies and
at the
Hor
shortages
this seas
the project w
rtant to
kitchens ne

ceeded in getting a carload of Valley Lea Evaporated Milk which is excellent milk
for all purposes. Try it and then you will want a dozen cans at the same low price.
Valley Lea Evaporated Milk, 3 tall cans 27c.
Assorted

Today's — drip or regular

(
SNOW BOY CAKES bulk lb. 15

COFFEE

Challanger

Palmer's Strik-a-lite

(
lb. 20

bluk

CAKES

1 lb. jar

29(

MATCHES 6 boxes 23¢ box LIC
Brook's

McKenzie

PANCAKE MIX

20 oz. pkg. 10(
(
pkg. 22

GINGER BREAD MIX

FREE: If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
23-25tp

APPLE JUICE

WHOLEWHEAT

(
6 oz. btl. 14

SAUCE

1945

Brer Rabbit Blue Label Sugar

pt. btl.

CANE SYRUP
ORANGE BEST ADE

pkg.

6(

Old fashion red Winesap

bu. $2.75
California Sun Kist

LEMONS

in the Field.

Tender green

Price - $4.50 each

NEW PEAS--

Cayce- Yost Co.
IN

Hopkinsville

Golden Nip, Dr. Phillips or Sealsweet 100

ORANGE JUICE

No. 2 can 14

16 oz. can 45e. (requires no points, enjoY
It while oranges are scarce)

49(
,

(
2 lb. jar 15

MARMALADE

Phone 242-J

201 E. Market St.

of man
of rev
training
for a
teachers
from 15 cities
district, hel
.School recentl
Woods, State

Fresh

Picnic Next

Official
Local H
Cooper°
ishment
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and TVA
the ne
;irk near Eg
meeting held
Paducah ne
Winslo
re aPPoint
"
&ate adviso
t of
143% DYche

Iceberg Beau

lb. 1/%

35‘
121t

doz.

large stalks 1St

IS Crean

th
hivirecei

LETTUCE 5 doz. size

each

1
10(

GEORGIA PEACHES
California — all sizes

ORANGES

5 lbs. 490 lb.

BELL PEPPERS

11°°44hon. of,
'
.

Ilbre
citizens

h thij too
which is to
Tie
4ke.

Fresh — delicious flavor

Fresh — large chit" and gross

CELERY

Mitchell Implement
Company

repair

Princeto
emoute to

packed where they grow, extra fine

btl.

Pascal

Supply Limited.

24

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Welding outfit and can service your machinery

for
c0m:va
fromveced
incln
ccu,aet
shopwse.
de
s ntkeepa
I

Holsum Citrus

BERKO DESSERT

All Work Guaranteed

Get one now.

PEACH PRESERVES 16 oz. jar

ALL STRAW BROOMS each

Chocolate flavor

We have purchased a Large Portable Electric

phases of
aid progr
payments

r of
Brown zuid
Parks Russell

Rough handle 5 sewed

Makes 2 gallons delicious drink

rnodel.land Tobacco transplantew.

12(
qt. btl. 19t

Lady's Choice Pure

12-oz pkg.

Morgan Brand pure

FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see-4. E. or K.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
or 520-J.

•

VALLEY LEA EVAPORATED MILK!

Shredded Ralston — ready to eat

hfaister4 Improved

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
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Paducah Flying Service

STOP at Princeton Auto Sales,
Washington St. We have a
reconditioned Model-A motor
for sale.
It

JUST RECEIVED
SHIPMENT!

Amoich

ide
To Be
idely used
Shortage
anancial

IKeatucky
aid the), wo
eanning,Jproj
of the other
aids as p
funds.

for meats, seafoods, or gravy
WANTED: Truck driver and
dock hand. Merchants Service
Line. Apply in person.
2tc
ga — In white cloth
with glittering nail head
bow /Or ifettma.

I Cann
continue
US AidProjeL

Those interested in flying,
• please write or call

CLASSIFIED ADS

'ddT

WE

Soldiers On The
Home Front

Louisville — Federal Judge
Shackelford Miller has set June
8 for the execution of Thomas
H. Robinson, Jr., convicted of
the $50,000 ranpom kidnaping of
Mrs. Alice Speed Stoll here in
1934.

Highlights of War Mobilization Director Vinson's new meat
Sgt. Ralph Kevil, U. S. Army,
control plan to encourage slaughstationed in the South Pacific
ter of cattle and hogs and to
the last 3 years, is on furlough
improve meat distribution are
visiting his mother, Mrs. J. R.
as follows:
Kevil and family, Hopkinsville
To assure cattle feeders proRoad.
tection against price changes,
• • •
there will be no downward
Telephone — David Payne's Service Station
John Sisk, USA, Home
revision in the over-riding ceilmaximum
After Action In Italy
Phone 423
ing prices or in the
John Sisk, U. S. Army, who
Cpl. ,liffinny L. Baldridge is on of the stabilization ranges for
OF WASTE GREASE
S
COLLECTOR
overseas
from
returned
recently
furlough here, visiting Mr. and beef cattle, except bulls, withduty, has been the recent visitor Mrs. N. B. Cameron and other out at least six months advance
of his sister, Mrs. Roy Koltinsky, friends. Corporal Baldridge, a notice to producers.
and Mr. Koltinsky, McGoodwin former employe of B. N. Lusby
Effective May 19, the Momstreet. He holds the Purple Co., has been in Caledonia 3 modity Credit Corporation will
Heart Medal for wounds received years, and will report to Palm make a payment to the seller of
in action in Italy.
Beach, Fla., where he will stay 50 cents a hundred pounds on
• • •
14 days, after which he will be AA and A grade cattle sold for
Lieut. Harry Joiner, Jr.
slaughter weighing 800 pounds
given reassignment.
At Home On Leave
or more, which have been ownLieut. Harry Joiner, Jr., ar- William C. Laverty Is
ed by the seller 30 days or more.
rived Tuesday night for a week's Promoted To Be Corporal
— The Defense Supplies CorporaWilliam C. Laverty, son of
leave with his wife and little
tion will increase the pork subson, Harry Mason, and parents, Mrs. Roberta C. Laverty, E. sidly payment 40 cents a live
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Main street, has been promoted hundred, retroactive to April 1,
Madisonville street. Lieutenant to rank of corporal at Bergstrom 1945. This rate will be continued
Joiner has been stationed at Ft. Field, near Austin, Tex. He is a
in effect only until completion
radio operator student. •
Belvjor,_,Va.
of a more thoroughaccounting
•
•
•
.
40
• • e .7
study, following which the pay• Sgt. Wayman Wyatt Is
Pvt. C. A. Woodall, Jr.,
ment rate will be adjusted (not
Discharged From Army
At Camp Rucker, Ala.
retroactively), and a provision
Pvt. C. A. Woodall, Jr., son
T/Sgt. Wayman Wyatt, Princewill be included for reduction of
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, ton, is among the Kentucky men
the subsidy as hog prices decline.
Maple street, who was recently disdisrged last Wednesday,from
Effective as of April 1, 1945, the
inducted in the Army, is sta- the Atterbury Separation Center,
total pork subsidy will be $1.70
the
tioned'at Camp Rucker, Ala.
under
Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
a live hundred, as compared
• • •
Army's adjusted service rating
with the previous rate of $1.30.
plan.
Pfc. Charles F. Orange
Subsidy payments on all
•.•
In Guam Hospital
grades of cattle will be increased
Mrs. Hettie F. Orange, Daw- Pvt. Lawrence Boaz Is
by the Defense Supplies Corson Springs, Route 3, has receiv- Freed From Nazi Prison
poration 25 cents a hundred, efed word that her son, Pk. Chas.
Pvt. Lawrence Boaz, son of
fective June 4, 1945. Payments
F. Orange, is hospitalized in Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Boaz, Baldare subject to the withdrawal of
Guam with neck and shoulder win avenue, has been liberated
4 cents of the subsidy for each
wounds suffered in action April 1. from a German prison camp and
5-cent decline in the average
We plan to begin a Flying School in Princeton soon and will
He was in the battle of Okinawa. has returned home. Private Boaz
drove costs, from the maximum
Pfc. Orange entered service in was wounded in the arm at the
to the minimum of the stabilizaJune, 1944, and has served over- time of his capture, and has
have a plane there soon to begin lessons.
tion range, with a minimum
seas since December.
been a patient at Nichols Hospi- subsidy payment of 25 cents a
• • •
tal, Louisville, where he will rehundredweight. The new subturn for further treatment at
Pvt. James N. Guess On
sidy rates are as follows: Grade
All those interested in this course, please contact—
the end of his furlough here.
10-Day Furlougb. Here
AA, $3.00 a cwt.; Grade A, $2.95
Pvt. James Nichols Guess, U.
a cwt.; Grade B, $1.90 a cwt.; All
§. M. C., is on a 10-day furlough Mrs. G. Homer Brown Is
other grades $1.25 a cwt.
visiting his wife and mother, Home From Hospital
The above rates are applicable
Mrs. G. Homer Brown re- to both processing and non-proMrs. Matt Guess, W. Main street.
Private Guess is stationed at turned Saturday from the Bap- cessing slaughters. Effective
tist Hospital in Memphis, where June 4, 1945, the additional subCamp Jeneune, N. C.
she underwent a major opera- sidy for non-processing slaugh• • •
tion. Her condition is much im- ter
James Catlett, USN, At
of cattle will be 40 cents a
proved, it was reported Tues- hundredweight.
Home On Brief Leave
RM 2/c James W. Catlett, day. Miss Madge Boteler, nurse,
Set-aside orders for governUSN, stationed at Crane, Ind., is in attendance.
ment purchases of meat will be
spent last week-end with his
Tel. 626
Phone 9133
adjusted by the War Food Admother, Mrs. J. R. Catlett, S. Livestock Market
ministration so that a greater
Seminary street.
The livestock market was proportion of the Government
steady with sales a week ago requirements will be drawn from
on the Princeton Livestock Mar- those federally inspected plants
r@Fiz5FizR-EnA
"
I
SitAIIIIIMEFOJENWNIEFEZ6
ket Monday, it was reported by which are slaughtering more
Dugan Ordway, manager. Total than their normal proportion of
Mr. Charles E. Bard will be at sold was 722 head. Baby beeves
the Princeton Hotel during the topped at $14; No. 1 veals, -16.50; the total slaughter. In filling
week beginning June 4. Those and hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs, government requirements, more
who desire to have their pianos 120 pounds and up, sold at ceil- meat will be taken from the
tuned call or write Charles E. ing prices.
plants with a heavy slaughter.
Evaporated Milk has been scarce and hard to get. Your Red Front Store has sucBard, Princeton Hotel.
ltc

Home From S. Pacific

FOR SALE!

meet

New Meat Plan
Assures Feeders
Price Protection

Payment Of 50 Cents A
Hundred Is For Slaughter Cattle Weighing
800 Pounds Or More

Sgt. Ralph Kevil At

• • •
Four Caldwell Airmen Are
Congratulated By Doolittle
Among the 185,000 men and
women of the Eighth Air Force
congratulated after V-E-Day by
Lieut Gen. Doolittle, their commander, were First Lieut. -William H. Sims, Baldwin Ave.;
Tech. Sgt. Robert E. Martin, N.
Harrison street; Sgt. Alfred R.
Dunning; and Sgt. George E.
Terrell, N. Jefferson street.
• • •

Home From Overseas

Lieut. Carl G., Moore
Wins Bronze Star

Wins Promotion

,MO 31,
194S

10(
2k

lb.

Fruits and Vegetables. Mori for your Money all the Time.

RED FRONT
CASII Sr CARRY STORES

_
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